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PENNY
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CAPTAIN CHARLIE
RED
The Tiger team will lose^
nine seniors by graduation.
They are Don Willis, Charlie
Woods, Holmes Heatwole, Hubert Miller, Gus Goins, Bob
Bailey, Ben Pearson, Curtis
Pennington, and Watson MaWELCOME:—The Corps welcomes Clem1
gee.
These seniors have helped clear
son's Alumni and Furman University
the way toward Clemson's march
to national prominence, and when
taps blows for them at graduFootballers, Students and Alumni.
tion, nine fine players will be
lost to the Bengals.
-tiiir*
Monk
Don Willis has been outstanding in every game this year.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
VOLUME XXXIV.
NO. f, i; \
He'e been outstanding against the Z-674.
CLEMSON, S. C, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1938.
CIRCULATION 4,500.
best teams of the nation. Tulane's
line gave before his weight, and
Tennessee wasn't enough to stop
him. He'll long be remembered
by those who follow football as
the best line-smashing back ever
to don the Clemson uniform.
Captain Charlie
Charlie Woods has stood out in
Speaking for the cadet corps, the faculty, and the ad-^
the classroom as well as on the
line-striped meadow. He has hon- ministration, we welcome the Alumni, the visitors from this
ors in his school work, and the and other states who are here to witness this Thanksgiving
FT1TTTCJ fellow warms the bench, and has more to do
highest honors on the gridiron.
A. Iliu with "the success of the Yellow Peril than any
Day
classic,
the
Furman
student
body
and
team,
and
all
He captain's this year's eleven,
other
person. It's Jess Neely, coach, friend, and advisor of
others
who
are
with
us
this
day.
Our
campus
is
yours
for
the
and the boy's pay him high tribute
the Clemson players.
when they say, "Gosh, if Charlie day as are our services; use them as you will.
—Staff Photo By Lee.
wasn't in there, we'd be about half
To you of the Alumni from the various classes which are
as good."
holding reunions in the school today, let us help you make it
Maggie
The
first
Clemson-Furman
" Watson Magee, of Tennessee, al- a real reunion. Take our school over for today and be again
When Captain J. D. Harcombe
game occurred 'way back in 1902,
so boasts a fine record in his the cadets you were not so many years ago. The old place
with Clemson taking the large
studies, and is a member of Clem- may not be the same as you left it at graduation, but the totals final bills for the Clemson
end of a 28-0 victory,'since then
son's outstanding student leader- spirit of the Tiger and the spirit of Clemson still reigns su- corps' annual Thanksgiving "feed"
the figure will probably read
Clemson has won 10 games and
ship organization, Blue Key. WatFurman has taken 10-out of a
son has starred since his sopho- preme as it did when your class was taking charge at retreat something like $2,000.00
The "feed" takes place in the
total of 24 games played. Four
more year. When 1939 practice and passing in review at parades. Your old rooms and classwere tied, three being scoreless.
begins, we'll miss this long, high rooms are still in the same old places. And many a familiar mess hall tomorrow night.
Featuring traditional ThanksThe worse defeat occurred back
accurate punts of his sailing over place on the campus is probably the same as when you left.
giving turkey, roasted in Chief
in 1916 .when Clemson defeated
Riggs field. Those boots have
the Breeze 99-to-0. Clemson has
pulled the Tigers out of many a When you are through reminiscing, visit our new buildings Cook Tom Littlejohn's own style,
menu
will
probably
only won four of the last 14
hole. Among other things, Wat- and grounds, they show that Clemson is still progressing as it the
include cranberries, turkey dressgames played.
son is sports editor of the Tiger. was in your day.
ing, candid yams, giblet gravy,
O Furman
1902
Clemson 28
Red
To those of you who know little or nothing of Clemson,
O Furman
1914
Clemson 54
Red Pearson, as does . Charlie grab a cadet and ask him to show you around. He'll be only rice, coffee, vegetables, fruits,
6 Furman
nuts, cake and ice cream.
1915
Clemson 7
Woods, hails from Savannah, Ga.,
0 Furman
1916
It is estimated that some 3,000
Clemson 99
He's the truckhorse of the back- too glad to, and because he knows the place so well he will
O Furman
1917
Clemson 38
field, and is the pivot that McFad- be able to make it interesting for you. Use the Blue Key in- pounds of turkey go into the meal.
7 Furman
1919
Clemson 7
den, Bryant and the boys swing formation booths and information booklets; both are at your The entire corps will eat at the
14 Furman
1920
Clemson
around. When Red graduates, a service for the asking. We know you will like Clemson when regular time.
O Furman
1921
Clemson
Sw—wkft^ J«u]ffla_-^opibiai—and
20 Furman
1922
Clemson
the boys swing around. When Red
6 Furman
1923
Clemson
And to the Furman team and student body, we're here to
graduates, a boy who knows foot" ~S. ^TtMMHk— «W4~- _QUuffi?on
ball and knows it well, and a do battle on the football field only. So, except for those two
26 Furman
1925
Clemssweell fellow who plays for the hours that our teams will match wits and powers on the field,
30 Furman
1926
Clemson O
team, and not for himself will be
we are ready to extend to you every courtesy. Feel free to
28 Furman
1927
Clemson O
gone.
13 Furman
1928
Clemson 27
roam around our campus and use us as you wish. When our
Bob
To The Alumni And
6 Furman
1929
Clemson 7
Robert Bailey of Florence is teams take the field, we will do our best, with our lungs, to
Thanksgiving Visitors:
7 Furman
1930
Clemson 12
the best punter ever to play at back them up. We feel certain that the best team will win and
0 Furman
1931
Clemson 0
The Clemson corps of CaClemson. He runs and passes, in- although our opinion and yours might vary considerably on
7 Furman
1932
Clemson
cidentally, very, very well indeed.
dets extends a sincere invi6 Furman
1933
Clemson
that point, we won't try to prove to you that we are right
tation
and
a
hearty
welcome
O Furman
1934
Clemson
(Continued On Page Eight)
before the teams begin to battle. So, let's match lung power
to the Furman student body,
8 Furman
1935
Clemson
during the game and nothing before or afterwards. You are
12 Furman
1936
Clemson
the Clemson Alumni Assoas welcome as the rest.
O Furman
1937
Clemson
ation, the Furman Alumni
This is a Thanksgiving Day, and we all have something
Association and the many
to be thankful for, so in the spirit of the day we are thankful
other visitors who plan to be
Clemson's chapter of Mu Beta that you are with us and we hope that you will be thankful
here Thanksgiving.
Psi, national honor music fra- that you came.
The Corps looks forward
ternity initiating seven members
of the band this week.
with pleasure to having all
They are: Bruce Peeling, John
of you back with us again
Joe Sherman, Clemson News
Burney, Willis Horton, Tebee
this year, and assures all
Bureau director, was awarded
Hawkins, Edgar Fenstemacher,
that it will do everything in
first spot in the Popular PhotoCecil Bryan and F. J. Mulling.
graphy Christmas photo contest.
its power toward making
Two weeks ago, Clemson's local
Dr. F. H. Pollard, Professor in
Seventeen sophomores, juniors,
Fourteen of 3,000 submitted
this
occasion
one
that
you
the
school
of
chemistry,
is
reChemistry fraternity, the Athan- and seniors are being initiated
pictures were printed in the Decovering
from
an
injury
sustained
will
remember.
cember issue of the magazine, and
or, tapped two professors along into the Clemson chapter of the
in his laboratory about two
Signed:
Dr. F. T. Struck has accepted weeks ago. Dr. Pollard fell and Sherman's was first among those
with the regular cadet pledges. International Relations Club.
selected.
•Jack Baskin, Cadet Bri- an appointment with Clemson as
Five students, accompanied by They are Dr. Peter Carodemus
The men entering the club are:
broke his right leg at a point
Dr. B. O. Williams, attended the
R. C. Boswell, N. R. Page, J.
gade Commander.
head of the Summer school fac- where it had been broken once
South Carolina Social Service and Prof. J. H. Mitchell, both of M. Lapham, E. Cohen, R. J. Mabefore.
ulty of 1939.
Federation convention at Win- the school of chemistry.
zinski, J. R. Bettis, J. G. Smith,
He was taken to the Anderson
Dr. Carodemus is associate pro- M. C. Propst, R. L. Ariail, J.
Dr. Struck is an important eduthrop college last Friday
hospital for treatment, but is now
T. B. Young, Charlie Aull, Bill fessor of Chemistry, and is the J. Lever, J. M. Lynes, G. M. NewProfessor John Lane spoke on
cator and the author of several at his home. He expects to be out
McGinty, Fred Thompson, and B. organizer of several courses in man, D. J. Ross, W. B. Wade,
"The Magic Number Three" at
text
books.
He
is
secretary
of
of
the
plaster
Christmas.
Charleetonian Raymond CochF. Thompson, representing Clem- Dairy Chemistry at Clemson. Prof. S. E. Davis, C. M. Aull, and T.
However, Dr. Pollard's apparent the Forum Club meeting last
rane's company store, room 353, Pennsylvania Industrial Educa- disability has not kept him from night. The meeting convened at
son, met with delegates from Win- Mitchell is Professor of Chemis- F. Davis.
first barracks, was this week ac- tional association, and one of carrying on some of his work. 6:45, fifteen minutes earlier_ihan
throy, Lander, Converse, North try, and is a member of both
claimed the most progressive, Harvard's summer school faculty. He is teaching two of his classes usual so that members could atGreenville Academy, and Furman the American Chemical Society
prettiest,
most
prominent
in He will teach there when he at his home at night. Dr. Lease, tend the Alumni meeting on time.
to discuss social services that the and the South Carolina Academy
of Science.
Clemson's cadet barracks by an- leaves Clemson.
clubs could render.
Discussion of the topic was held
who, with her husband, had been
other Charleetonian, A. V. Wilcarrying on biological research on as usual.
On Nov. 15, the Pre-Med club liams, Jr.
Ca tain
the campus, is teaching Dr. Polf,17r\TTAT
P
J- D- Harcombe, Clemson's
"We undersell all competition"
tapped J. S. Garrison, T. A. Murlard's classes in physical chemVTililN JLnLJ-J mess officer, is shown below planning
rah, J. W. Cathcart and J. M. is the "Cock Robin" establishistry.
ment's motto and proprietor Cochthe annual Thanksgiving feed which Clemson's 2,108 stuStallworth.
Since two names submitted for
rane
says
a
"congenial
welcome
Informal initiation began on
dents will enjoy tomorrow night.
the
Agricultural
Journal
are
awaits all customers."
—Staff Photo By Lee.
the 15th and ends today.
among the best in the judges
minds the winner will not be anWILL SPEAK TO FARMERS
Director D. W. Watkins of the nounced this week.
The second installment on colEditor Buck Beach says that
Agricultural -Extension Service at
Clemson will address a county- more consideration will be given lege expenses and tuition will be
Tom and Manny Lawton, re- wide meeting of Newberry farm- both submitted names before the due Thursday, "Treasurer S. W.
spectively business manager and ers tomorrow afternoon at two selection will be made, and the Evans said today.
"Two minutes
However, since the dead-line another chapter." left, let's take
advertising manager of the Tiger, o'clock in Newberry.
three dollar award be presented.
date
falls
on
Thanksgiving
day,
were in Charlotte Monday and
—Huckbee.
the payments will be made FriTuesday of last week arranging
day,
Nov.
25.
South
Carolina!
"I like to see young people
advertisements for the Clemsonstudents fees this installment are having a good time."
North Carolina State freshman
?76.25
and
out
of
state
students
—Stanley.
football program.
pay an additional tuition fee.
The profits from the game and
"Get
up
off
your
knees.
This
the advertisement gotten by these
is no religious ceremony."
men are put into the Observer
Sophomores H. C. Zerbst, H. N. compete for the second sophomore
—Dumas.
Fresh Air Fund for underprivileg- Dent ,and E. H. eseene were ten- position, as Zerbst definitely has
been selected as one.of the two
ed boys.
"Gentlemen, this is a hypothettatively selected as new cheer cheer leaders. The four old men,
Preliminary try-outs for the
leaders at the big pep meeting with the aid of the two new lead- Clemson debating team were held ical supposition. I got it out of
thin air, out of my mind."
held in Chapel last Thursday ers, hope to get "real noise" from here last night.
—Williams.
Four
varsity
and
four
substinight. Selected out of a field of the Clemson sections at the Furtute
debaters
will
be
chosen
soon
"A widow is the only woman
The annual Pre-Medics apti- twenty seven upon the basis of man game Thanksgiving Day.
A "larger and better than to represent Clemson in its inter- Who knows exactly where her
tude test made out by the Amer- sucescs in leading cheers and upican Medical association will be on a minute speech telling why ever" bonfire and a shirt-tail collegiate debate this year. The husband is."
team is being coached by Prof.
—Rhyne.
given under Prof. John D. Lane'e they wanted the job, these boys
have been practicing the cheers parade will feature the big Paul Lucas.
supervision here Dec. 2.
Correction:
meeting
tonight.
Old
The test is taken by all stu- and the accompanying motions un- pep
ARCHITECTS GO VISITING
"The two greatest enemies of
dents planning to enter medical der the guidance of the regular clothes may be worn. The bonTwelve Architectural seniors mankind are the man without a
leaders,
and
hope
to
prove
their
school next year. Prof. Lane said
fire will be held either on and Professors R. E. Lee and Bill country and the speaker without
this week that all interested pre- worth at the big "Hell-raising" Bowman Field or on the drill Lippincott recently made an in- a speech."
med students should contact him pep meeting tonight.
—Lane.
Tonight Den and Lesesne will field behind the band barracks. spection trip to Highlands, N. C.
immediately.
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. . . for These Nine Tiger Stalwarts

Zxwt

Alumni, Furman Students Welcomed
24 ClemsonFurman Games
Played to Date

Annual Teed'
Slated For
Tomorrow

tommanfer
Extends Welcome

Music Fraternity
Inducts Seven

Sherman Wins Over

3,000 In Photo Contest

Athanor Taps Two
Chemistry Profs

IRC Initiating
Seventeen Men

Prominent Man
To Head Summer
School Faculty

5 Attend Social
Science Convention

Dr. Pollard
Is Improving

Lane Leads
Forum Discussion

"Cock Robin" Store
Undersells All, Says

Pre-Medicos
Tap Four

Journal Winners
Not Announced Yet

Second Installment
Due Here Next Week

Lawtons Get Ads
For Game Program

Cheerleaders Will Have Run-Off
At Big Pep Meeting Tonight

Pre-Med Test Slated
For December 2

Debate Try-Outs
Held Last Night

By Their
Words....
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Dance 'Dates' Are Placed in New Barracks
<$>-

Dance Series
Begins Tomorrow

Arrangements have been completed by Colonel Charles W.'
Weeks and the Central Dance
Association to place the girls who
come to Clemson for the Thanksgiving dance series in new barracks number six instead of the
third barracks as has been customary for several years.
Colonel Weeks said that allowing the girls to stay in the new
barracks during their visits here
was in accord with the Clemson
policy of making their stay here
as pleasant as possible. The new
barracks, he pointed out, in addition to being much more comfortable, are more conveniently
located because they are nearer
to the field house and the downtown restaurants.
The Colonel indicated that the
new barracks would be.' vacated
for the girls until better;arrangements are made.
Rumors of an approaching
Hurricane hold no fear for the
Central Dance Association since
Coach Jess Neely and his proteges have taken ample precautions against the storm, and with
this in mind W. Q. Rivenbark,
President of the C. D. A., has announced that plans for the
Thanksgiving series of dances are
complete.
The Jungaleers, making their
initial appearance at the Field
House this year, are ready to
swing on down with plenty of
new and improved arrangements.
Russell Wolfe, leader of the versatile band of ten pieces, plans to
give all he's got at this time.
Barracks number six will be
used for the girls, and this new
location will again be strictly on
a "no late date" basis.
The prices for the Wednesday
and Thursday night dances will
be $1.25 per dance for each cadet, block tickets selling for
$2.00. Civilians will be admitted
for $1.75 per dance. The Wednesday night dance will begin at
9:00 p. m. and last till 1:00 a.
m., while the Thursday night
dance will commence at 9:00 p.
m. and end at 2:00 a. m., both
dances being informal, Each
dance is to contain four "nobreaks." If you "ain't had none"
of that good jive, now is the time
to get it.

P/~\
going up—is campus talk these days. Work on
\J > Clemson's new $50,000 construction began last
week. It will be completed by May 14.
-Staff Photo By Lee.

Y NEWS

|^

By Bill Wade

Butler Hare was
principal speaker at
the Clemson fellowship club meeting held at the Presbyterian church last Tuesday. Shown below with Mr. Hare,
left, is Professor B. E. Goodale, president of the local
organization.
—Staff Photo By Taylor.

CONGRESSMAN

"Mr." Sikes Visits;
Winthrop Girls Out

Some time ago Dr. E. W. Sikes,
Clemson's president and business
manager J. C. Littlejohn stopped
at Winthrop to see Mr. Littlejohn's daughter, Mary Katherine,
and Peg Williams.
The girls were out, so the
hostess^ left., a. note iB-4fe€tT room
saying, "A Mr. Sikes and Littlejohn were here to see you."

STRAND
Anderson
(LATE SHOW
Saturday Night.
Peter Lorre
"Think Fast
Mr. Moto"
MIDNIGHT SHOW
Sunday Night.
Dick Powell
Olivia de Havilland
"Hard To Get"
Monday-Tuesday
Wednesday
Spencer Tracy
Mickey iRooney
"Boys' Town"
MIDNIGHT SHOW
Wednesday Night.
Tyrone Power
Loretta Young
"Suez"
Thursday-Friday
Wayne Morris
Claire Trevor
"Valley Of
The Giants"

Congressman Hare Calls For
Citizenship Courses; Speaks At
Fellowship Club Meeting
Congressman Butler B. Hare,
in a speech before the Clemson
fellowship club last Tuesday,
called upon educators to teach
more "fundamentals and details"
of citizenship.
Stressing the need f:or this
training "because we are at the
fork of the road, and must decide
whether or not we want our democracy," the congiessman said
that American people should be
taught the protection of the property as well as the creation of it.

"The future of the nation is
placed in the schools, colleges and
universities," said Mr. Hare,
"changes touch the outstanding
intellects first."
In course of the talk, Mr. Hare
suggested that chairs in Citizenship be installed in every seat of
learning, and that the course be
compulsory in all grades from
primary to college.
The congressman was introduced by Prof. Ben Goodale, president
of the Fellowship club.

Miss McGillicuddy Goes to
Kentucky Game With Teddy
By Arthurina McGillicuddy
Colonel Teddy Hues, cadet colonel of the Kentucky Wildcats,
took me to the game in Lexington Saturday before last, and we
certainly had a glamorous time
watching the Terrible Tigers claw
the wilted wildcats of Kentucky.
The Tigers played a terrific
game. Mr. McPadden threw two

Wm. C. ROWLAND
COMPLETE UNIFORMS TO CLEMSON MEN.
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

Members of Blue Key Will Guide Visitors Thursday
CABINET ELECTIONS
Professors James E. Ward, Ben
E. Goodale, and Fred Kirchner,
Romaine Smith, and Francis Bell
were recently elected by the
YMCA Cabinet to serve as a part
of the newly set up graduate cabinet which will serve in conjunction with the Advisory Board and
the "Y" Cabinet to better faculty
student relations.
The Advisory Board will select
five more members in the near
future, and these ten selected
men will elect five more members, making a total of fifteen
men, to serve as the graduate cabinet.
Recommendations for the election of these young faculty members were made by various members of the "Y" Cabinet and councils, and by leaders in the corps.
The work of the new graduate
cabinet will greatly strengthen the
tie between the faculty and the
student body and will also provide
an opportunity for better understanding of student-faculty problems.
SUPPORT
The "Y" Cabinet in a meeting
Nov. 14th voted unanimously to
support Clemson's Lyceum Council in their drive to place a series
of Lyceum attractions on the
Campus during the remainder ofthe year.
Fifty enthusiastic freshmen
from Company G-l met around
the camp fire on the banks of
the Seneca river last Tuesday
night to cook their supper and
tell "tall yarns."
ENTHUSIASM
Professor B. O. Williams entertained the group with a short
talk and afterwards the boys
themselves took over the program.
One of the interesting facts
about the meeting was that there
were boys of one company, meeting with some of their members
representing seven different
states ranging from New York
to Florida.
BRENAU
A week ago the Brenau delegation had charge of the vesper
programs. At both afternoon and
evening services the auditorium
was jammed to capacity. It was
the concensus of opinion of those
attending that the girls put over
one of the best and most engaging programs that the "Y" has
scheduled in a long time.

Clemson-Furman Game
AND - - -

The Thanksgiving Dances
, Features On Your Thanksgiving
Celebration Plan
TWO BIG DANCES IN THIS WEEK'S SERIES!

Wednesday Night .-__-, $1.25
Thursday Night
$1.25
Block Ticket
$2.00
BOTH

INFORMAL

Music By Clemson's Own Jungaleers.
(Compliments of The TIGER)

As an important factor in their
year's program of service, officials of Blue Key announced
today that the fraternity will aid
in facilitating in the direction
and handling of the crowds which
will throng the Clemson campus
for the Thanksgiving classic between Furman and Clemson.
Information booths will be placed at two strategic campus approaches, one at the entrance
to the YMCA and one in front
of the administration building.
Booths will open for information
service in the morning. Each
booth will be manned by Blue Key
members and a staff of freshmen
orderlies.
In. addition to directing visitors and imparting information
to any queries which may arise,
booth managers will distribute
small booklets containing invaluable information for the visitor.
Location of eating places, rest
rooms, and points of interest on
the campus will be the principle
features of the booklet.
At the gate to the football field
Blue Key will sponsor two booths
which will sell Purple and Gold
colors to Tiger supporters. Proceeds from the sale of ribbons
will be used to send a delegate
from the Clemson chapter to the
National Blue Key convention to
be held later in the year.

Ed. Fraternity Holds
Formal Initiations

Alpha Tau Alpha, National
Fraternity, held its formal initiation of six new members in the
Educational building last Friday,
Oct. 11.
The ceremony included various
lighting effects combined 'with
the official regalia to give the desired environment. The ritual,
carried, out by ol;d members,
added an air of distinction to the
initiation.
The initiates are: J. M. 'Kirk,
J. O. W. Richardson, R. Tadd,
J. R. Townsend, L. J. Blakely,
G. A. Stoudemire.
J. B. Monroe of the education
faculty was present and challenged the new members.
At the conclusion of the initiation the president announced the
following works program:
Members to act as an advisory
board for freshmen Ag. Ed. students; to print a directory of all
agricultural educational teachers
in South Carolina; to hold schedOnly one of a 1,000 men who uled classes in chemistry, zoology,
are today handicapped by color- and English for deficient freshblindness would suffer were the men; to hold by-monthly meetcolors of danger signals and go ings; to send representative to
and stop signs changed from Ted national conclave; to hold annual
and green to yellow and blue, Dr. banquet with some prominent edH. C. Brearley, head of the Clem- ucator as principal speaker; and
son social science department said to give a "smoker" for the faculthis week.
Few men are totally colorblind ty. The members, accompanied by
that is, capable of seeing only^Dean w H Wagnington , and.
gray and white. The average per Prof. W. G. Crandell, enjoyed
son suffering from the eye defect a supper at the "Pruitt House"
finds it hard to distinguish be- in Starr, after the initiation.
tween red and green. He sees
yellow and blue readily, says the
Clemson professor.
PROGRAM

Color Change Would
Effect 999 of 1,000

Crandall Attends
Columbia Conference

"Lord Jeff"

national honor textile fraternity, initiations took place last week, but the
''marks" remain. George McMillan is completely bald, E. H.
Thomas has an army cut, and the others have blotches here
and there. The initiates are, left to right: nrnm1pyT fcwjjL
Anderson, John Levine, H. H. Cosgrove, J. EE~:'^Radclifl
Roper, and Fred Culvern. Kneeling: Thomas and McMillani
—Staff Photo By Lee]

PHI PSI

rpTTT>T7"TTl'Vr fresh plucked and being prepared
X. U XVXVJli X jfor the roasters, is shown below.
About 3,000 pounds of the meat will be consumed by Clemison's corps during the annual Thanksgiving "feed" tomorrow night.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Tiger Rats Hold N. C. State
In Scoreless Tie; Wet Game

As a soggy, steady rain descend- ker's great kicking keep Clemson
ed upon a few thousand spec- out of imminent trouble.
tators, the Clemson Cubs closed
The N. C State Yearlings made
its gridiron season by holding
its
most determined of two notthe N. C. State Techlets to a scoreless tie at the Second Annual able scoring bids in the second
Fresh Air Fund football game in period."With a yard to go for a
Charlotte, Saturday, Nov. 19.
six pointer the Techlets hopes
There were thrills throughout plummeted when the great Clemthe game for the crowd, and de- son forward line of Fritts, Jamespite the weather few left be- son, and the Padgett boys held.
fore the electric clock ran down
The N. C. State freshmen held
to the final zero.
an edge when it came to offensive
The Cubs line was too strong tactics. From the start the confor the Techlets to dent, while test developed into a punting duel
RICHARDSON THEATRE in Huchabee, Stewart, and Doak with both sides waiting for breaks
the latter had a trio of sturdy —and when they came they failed
SENECA, S. C.
ball carriers which added elusive to take advantage of them.
running to powerful driving to
Cogwell's, McElveen's and ParNov. 21—26.
the game.
ker's nimble feet put N. C. State
Although a great portion of the yearlings on the defensive time
Monday:
game was spent largely in Cub and again, and they tried time
THE TEXANS with Randolph territory, and while the Techlets and again to bring victory to the
Scott, Joan Bennett and May power gained ground, "Ace" Par- Tiger cause.
Robson. Also News.
WHEN IN ANDERSON, VISIT
Tuesday:
THE GLADIATOR with Joe E.
Brown. Also Comedy.
Wednesday:
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant
HIGHWAY PATROL with Jacqueline Wells and Robert Paige.
ANDERSON, S. C.
Also Three Stooges in Healthy,
Wealthy and Dumb.
Thursday-Friday:
MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS with Ruby Keeler, Anne
Shirley and Jimmy Ellison. Also Walt Disney Cartoon and
News.
Saturday Afternoon:
WEST OF CHEYENNE with
MAIN AT McBEE
Charles Starrett. Also Flaming
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Frontiers.
Saturday Night:
TROPIC HOLIDAY with Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milland, Bob
Burns, and Martha Raye.

W. ,G. Crandall, professor of
vocational agricultural education,
was in Columbia last week attending a conference with Verd
Peterson, supervisor of vocational
touchdown passes to Mr. Gusta- education in South Carolina.
vus Goins, but Mr. Monkey was
much better looking, and really,
not because he's, better looking,
MAKE YOUR
attracted all of , our attention.
THANKSGIVING
Such A Pity
DAY PERFECT By
Mr. Zoeller tried very hard for
the wilted wildcats, and we were
SEEING . . .
awfully sorry for him. He'd pick
Mickey Rooney
up the ball and ru|n at thte
Clemson line. The Clemson line
and
would run at Mr. Zoeller. Mr.
Zoeller would fall down. He'd
Freddie Bartholomew
run at the line. Line at Mr. Zoeller. Boomp! down. Up. At the
IN
line. Line at Zoeller. Boomp!
down. Up. This continued for a
whole afternoon.
Teddy Salutes
Also Stranger Than
Teddy had one awfully emFiction and Fox News.
barrassing experience. I noticed
that every now and then he
would stand up and salute. It was
very annoying because every
"A Greenville
time before he'd rise, he'd shine
Institution"
his glistening boots with the
sleeve of my lovely fur coat.
Finally I said to him, "Teddy,
please stop that."
J. T. BALLENGER, Owner
PHONE NO. 230
"I can't," he said, "Dontcha see
these cadet officers passing?"
"For goodness sake," I said,
Chrysler—AUTOMOBILES—Plymouth
"Those aren't officers, they're the
peanut boys."
Sales and Service
Teddy really was embarrassed,
SENECA, S. C.
but he certainly enjoyed saluting
while he could. He was really
awfully handsome and militarylooking too.
Hitt's There
DRINK
After the game, we ran into
Mr. R. M. Hitt of the News and
Courier. "Well," he said, "I'm awfully glad Kentucky won."
"Won", Mrr Hitt?
"Sure, won. Wasn't the score
14 to 0 in favor of Clemson?"
"Yes."
"Then Kentucky won."
I was absolutely unable to
understand this logic, so, hanging
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.
onto Teddy's arm, I tried not to
look puzzled, and quieily guzzled
a Coca Cola.

RITZ

MAKE THE

GUIDE PAMPHLETS
TO BE DISTRIBUTED

BALLENGER MOTOR COMPANY

The pause that refreshes

THE MAYFAIR GRILL
"There's No Place Like Home"

HAVERTY FURNITURE CO.

'It's Easy to Pay the Haverty Way'

MOORED STOP AND SHOP
NATIVE AND WESTERN MEATS
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES DIRECT
FROM GROWERS
TURKEYS, HENS & FRYERS. LIVE OR DRESSED.
FOR QUICK DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 131
SENECA, S. C.
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Alice Conway, Tennis, Debating,
Writing and Teaching—That's Lucas
By Tom Lawton
<§>From many institutions of
learning and extensive contact
with the business world, John
Paul Lucas, Jr., has settled at
Clemson to continue his progressProfessor Paul Lucas of
ive and constructive work.
the
English" deaprtment is
Settled seems to be the right
word, for since his arrival three coaching the Clemson debatyears ago he has married and ing team.
has a daughter, Alice Conway.
Prof. Lucas was born into a
business world, for his father is
vice-president of Duke Power
Company. The training he received in his youth has always helped him. For instance while he
was at Princeton he found himself short on funds. Instead of
writing home for "book money"
he lined up three county newspapers, put on an extensive advertising campaign for them, and
went back to school under his
own power. His versitality has
always put him out in front.
After finishing his work at
Princeton he went to England and
took on more studies. Then he
returned to Charlotte and worked
for the Charlotte Observer for
awhile. Then on to Clemson to
teach English and increase his
energies and efforts toward the
betterment of the school. He has
worked especially with music and
the literary organizations here.
He likes music, is on the council
that directs Clemson's Carnegie
music library, and has a library
Meadows Lunn had a thrill
of his own.
He was very active in the com- of a lifetime last Sunday morning
bining of the two literary societies when she sang a song of her own
into the Calhoun Forensic Society composition. "Why Do I", over
and is advisor to the group. He radio station WSB in Atlanta, Ga.
After having several fire drills
handles the debating team, and
whips it into shape for any oppon- last week the Armistice day whistles and bells caused quite a bit
ent.
You will probably see Professor of confusion. Some people thought
Lucas seven times tomorrow at they were ringing because of a
seven different places doing ten fire.
Last week-end was "Town Girl
different things. If the weather is
clear you may catch him on the Week-end." Many Winthrop stutennis court. If it is cloudy he dents who live in Rock Hill spent
may be home working on a book the week-end in the dormitories.
The Hockey Tournaments beor more likely advising some student on some problem. If you gan last week. Teams from each
come late the odds are that he class play teams' from the other
will have a pot of chocolate go- classes. The games are very exciting.
ing, and then you're lucky.
When he feels like a real workout will do some good, you're sure
to see liim in the Chevrolet, the
only car on the campus that rivals'
the Tiger's "Silver" for antiquity.
He can always find time for
Alice Conway no matter how busy
he may be. He marvels at her,
for she grew more hair in
Among Dr. W. H. Mills' adthree months than he has in 30 dresses to various organizations,
years. Concensus of opinion has was the talk delivered to the
it that he lost,his legally though; Seneca Rotary club on "Econohe wore the roots out thinking. mic Conditions in the South,"
Sometime during his thus short Thursday.
life, he has received degrees from
On Friday night, he addressed
Btrfee--University, Noxth--Carolina ■the ■■■F-ftrsser's Grange of CheroState, and Princeton.
kee county.
Dr. Mills is preparing a series
Grads Get New Jobs
Harry Geisburg and R. M. Den- of articles designed for the dual
ny, graduates in the class of '38, purppse of presenting the facts
recently assumed places, respec- as to economic conditions, and to
tively, at the Louisville Textiles correct some "false impressions."
Inc., Louisville; Ky., and the) Also, he has outlined the basis
for a book which he is writing
Gregg Dyeing Co., Graniteville.
on the history of agriculture in
South Carolina.
Dr. Mills, a professor in the
Compliments Of
Clemson Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural SoCampell's Shoe Shop
ciology, has been relieved of some
Owned by two Clemson men of his teaching duties in order to
study economic conditions and to
110 N. Main, Greenville, S. C. prepare material for the proposed
history.

POPULAR

WINTHROP NOTES

Dr. Mills Talks
At Seneca Meet;
Is Writing Paper

CLEMSON STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
—AT—

SAM'S LUNCH
109 COLLEGE STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Stye Gltemsim drill

Local High School
To Be In Textile
Building Soon

«>

Noted Librarian
Speaks at YMCA

Dr. Helen Gordon Stewart, newly appointed executive secretary
of the state library board of
South Carolina, spoke here yesterday.
Dry Stewart's appearance at
Clemson, one of a series of visits
with groups of counties over the
state, was in the interest of IP
brary development for Anderson,
Oconee, and Pickens counties.
The meeting was held at the
YMCA.
Dr. Stewart has. been acting
head of the library school ofsthe
University of Louisiana. Last
year she passed through South
Carolina and made an address in
Columbia before a meeting of
state leaders interested in library
progress. She also stopped in
Greenville at the invitation of
the Greenville public library. Her
interest in library progress in this
state was evidently awakened,
for she has dropped other plans,
temporarily, at the invitation of
the South Carolina library board
to come to work in this state.
Although all neighboring states
have long had active library extension agencies, which have improved the standards of libraries
and increased the book service to
remote parts of their states, the
small towns and rural sections of
South Carolina have been without
the help of good libraries.
Governor Olin Johnston has
made it possible by a small grant
to the state library board to induce this internationally known
expert to come to this state for a
few months to set up this work
and to plan a consolidated state
program of library service. Dr.
Stewart created a system of regional libraries in British Columbia some years ago, by which a
large territory has been covered
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock by a library service, this underthere will be a special Thanks- taking calling the attention of ligiving service at the Clemson brary planners in all parts of the
world.
Methodist church.
The first Sunday of Advent,
November 27, a Corporate Communion, which will be attended
by the Episcopal men and boys,
will be held. This meeting is to
initiate the beginning .of a new
church year, and will be held at
7:30 A. M.
The entire military science staff
Episcopal students are now
engaged in soliciting funds on will move into the old textile
the campus to help in building building soon, it was announced
the memorial chapter at Canuga today by Colonel C. W. Weeks,
Lake, N. C, in memory of Bishop commandant;
Three rooms in the north end
Kirkman G. Finlay.
A large number ^of cadets met of the basement and one room on
at a special supper social which the second floor will be used for
was given at the parish house, classes. The entire ROTC staff
Wednesday night, November 16. with the exception of Colonel
Weeks, who will remain in the
Dr. Veale was the speaker.
There will be no meeting of main building, will have offices
the Episcopal students Wednesday on the second floor of the new
wing which was formerly used as
night.
the cotton grading room.
Colonel Weeks said that classes
would be held in the textile building as soon as a means of heating
it could be. arranged.

The Calhoun-Clemson school
will move to the old Textile building on the Clemson campus before Nov. 30, so that the razing
of the regular school building
may begin, it was announced today by W. B. Aull, school board
chairman.
Grading of the grounds • has
been progressing for three weeks.
The ridge between the old road
and the new highway is being cut
down, and the dirt is being put
back onto the old road so that the
even slope may be landscaped
later. Seven additional acres of
land have been purchased for increased play-space.
The new building, to be constructed by the WPA, will have
two stories and a basement which
will house the home economics
and shop classes, as well as the
boiler room. A large auditorium
with access from the outside other
than through the building will
provide space for community as
well as school activities. There
will be room for increased enrollment, as there are now only
280 students in the school, while
it is estimated that the building
will have room for 500. Bricks
and other materials will be salvaged from the old school and
are to be used on inside walls of
the new one.
Specifications call for the completion of the building in 140
working days, so it should be
ready for use by next September.

Special Service
Thursday Morning;
Episcopal Items

Military Offices and
Classes to Move to
Old Textile Building

Pitchford Completes
Survey of Counties

Mr. C. W. Pitchford, field- supervisor for the State-wide Tax
Delinquincy P r o j ec t operated
jointly by the Department of Agricultural Economics and the
Women's and Professional's Project division of the WPA has recently completed a survey of all
the South Carolina counties where
this work is in progress.
The project, when finished, will
give a 10-year history of farm
real-estate tax delinquincy in
South Carolina as well as a great
many other facts about the taxtion system.

Reception Held
For New Minister

An informal reception was held
at the Methodist church social
room Friday evening in honor of
the new Methodist minister and
his wife, Dr. and Mrs. D. A. Clyburn.
Those in the receiving line were
Prof. J. H. Mitchell, chairman
of the board of Stewarts, Prof.
S. M. Martin, and the Rev. L. D.
Gillespie, presiding elder of the
Anderson district.
Block ice cream was served
by Mrs. P. S. McCollum, Mrs. I.
L. Keller, Mrs. E. J. Freeman,
and Mrs. Jake Woodward. Music
was furnished by Miss Evelyn
Drs. W. H. Mills and G. H. Chambers.
Aull attended the Citizen's LiAull to Address Women
brary Association meeting in CoDr. G. H. Aull will address
lumbia Wednesday.
Dr. Mills presented the library the December meeting of the
needs from the standpoint of Anderson Professional and Businegro population, and Dr. Aull ness Women's club, of which
presented a program of action Miss Frances Cleveland is presilooking toward better statewide dent. His topic will be "The
Good Side of the Tax Question."
library facilities.

<j>

WELCOME,

By Dick Braithwaite

EJJVI:

£jI\±Jj/±llil\ JL £j servers are being car-

ried on by Professor A. R. Reed of the Clemson physics
department and some associates. The jpicture below shows
a tree being treated with copper sulphate solution, via old
inner tubing.

Baptist Plan
Holiday Services
The Thanksgiving message will
be delivered by Rev. J. K. Goode,
at the Clemson Baptist church
next Sunday.
At that time there will be a
special Thanksgiving offering for
the Connie Maxwell Orphanage,
in which the Baptist cadets are
invited to participate.;
Saturdey night, a delegation of
girls from Limestone college will
be guest$ at a soical to be given
in their honor by the B. S. U.
It is expected that they will furnish music at the Sunday morning service.
The B. Y. P. U. will meet Tuesday evening instead of Wednesday as is customary, due to the
annual banquet at the college
mess hall.
The Thanksgiving s e r v ic e
Thusrday morning will be held
at 7 o'clock, and will be conducted by the M. S. U.
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Monroe Speaks to Lions
Bailey In London
J. B. Monroe, Professor of the
Bob Bailey, class '22, is in
vocational educational school, was London, England heading the
speaker at the Pickens Lions' Club
British branch of an American
last week which was held at the
concern.
CCC camp near Liberty.

Just Arrived And Now On Display.
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
BRACELETS

TIGERS!
MAKE THIS DRUG STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

LAVALIERS

Complete Luncheonette — RCA Radios — Cut Rate Drugs

COMPACT & BRACELETS SETS

STANDARD DRUG CO.

Select yours early. Checks held until after Christmas for any merchandise.

ANDERSON, S. C.

See our beautiful line of Wrist Watches for both Men and Women.

CIRCULATING HEATERS

Jewelry and other gifts ordered on short notice if not in stock.
Large Catalogue of beautiful gifts to select from.

From $20.50 to $85.00
AND GOOD

GET THE BEST

COAL LAUNDRY HEATERS

AT

From $4.35 to $6.35

SULLIVAN'S HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods — Farm Implements
Paints and Varnishes
ANDERSON, S. C.

■ :V-'-,X.

."?■■:

COMPACTS

INVITES YOU TO MAKE IT YOUR HEADQUARTERS DURING THANKSGIVING.
"GOOD FOOD AT THE BEST PRICES"

Mrs. Harley West, Mgr.

|7*VT)|7'OTlVri7,]\TnHG with cheap woodptP'

Mills And Aull
At Library Meet

EXCELLENT FOOD

The Y. M. C. A. Tea Room

to Fort Hill, said Mrs. J. E.
[Hunter of the Clemson U. D. C.
chapter Sunday, Nov. 13, to hundreds of visitors. The former home of John C. Calhoun and Thomas G. Clemson was
the scene of the lQCtth wedding anniversary celebration
of Mr. Clemson to Miss Ann Calhoun.
—-Staff Photo By Lee.

The Clemson Chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi was installed at four
o'clock this afternoon by Dr. E.
C. Auchter, chief of the Bureau of
Plant Industry, U. S. D. A. and
National Regent of the society,
at the Agricultural building.
Immediately after the installation, during whic£ the society
presented the charter to the charter members selected from the
faculty, the student leaders elected last week were inducted. Keys
were then presented to the members of the chapter.
The installation and induction
was followed by a banquet in Seneca, at which Dr. Auchter addressed the assembly on "Purposes
and Ideals of Phi Kappa Phi."
Several honorary guests attended.
Charter members of the society
drew up the constitution and bylaws at a meeting held Monday
at five p. m. in the Agricultural
building.
The society plans to hold three
or four meetings a year, and to
induct new members once during
each semester. New members will
probably be chosen from the senior class.
Student members include:
T. R. Bainbridge, Robert Hester, M. M. Nichols and N. R. Page,
chemistry; J. K. Smith, textile
chemistry; C. A. Dewey and J.
C. Cook, M. E..: P. G. Ford, C. E.;
E. T. McCurry, W. C. Seabrook
and K. J. McKown, E. E.; T. B.
Artis, Ag. Education; R. J. Ferree
and H. M. Covington, Horticulture.
The officers of the local organization are: President, R. A. McGinty; vice-president, Dr. S. B.
Earle; secretary, Dr. D. C. Sheldon; treasurer, Dr. G. H. Aull,
Journal correspondent, Dr. F. H.
H. Calhoun.
These and the following are
the charter members of the Clemson chapter: A. B. Credle, Dr. J.
B. Edmond, L. H. Hunter, Dr. G.
M. Armstrong, W. B. Aull, Dr. H.
M. Brown, Dr. H. P. Cooper, D. D.
Curtis, Dr. D. W. Daniel, R. K.
Eaton, J. P. LaMaster, Dr. H. L.
Fulmer, J. H. Sams, S. R. Rhodes,
and Dr. J. E. Ward, Jr.
D. C. Sheldon, J. B. Edmond,
H. L. Hunter and A. B. Credle
are members of other chapters of
Phi Kappa Phi as well as charter
members of the local chapter.
Two other members on the campus are O. M. Clark and H. T.
Polk.

"A BETTER PLACE TO EAT"
GOOD SERVICE

"

Dr. Auchter
Makes Charge

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
PHONE 13

SENECA, S. C.

to K^ompanu,
P.

S.

McCOLLUM,

nc.

Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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ftssocided CbHegiale Press
Distributor of

Cbae6iateDi6est
Pounded by the class of 1907
and published weekly during the
college session by students of
Clemson College.
Entered as Second Class Matter
at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C
Subscription .... $1.50 College Year
Advertising Rates On Request
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING B\

National Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publishers Representative
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHICAGO ' BOSTON ' LOS ANGELM - SAN FRANCISCO

EXECUTIVE STAFF
F.v \V. Durban .... Editor-in-chief
Furl Mazo
Managing Editor
BUSINESS STAFF
T. O. Lawton .... Business Manager
M. R. Iiawton .... Advertising Mgr.
NEWS STAFF
Richard Braithwaite, News Editor
J. A. McMillan .... Asistant Editor
J. E. Schmidt, .... Exchanges and
Alumni.
FEATURES
R. B. Marshall
Feature Editor
G. M. McMiUan .... Asst. Editor
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W. W. Magee
Sports Editor
A. V. Williams —^— Asst. Editor
J. B. Lee .... Staff Photographer
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H. Stubblefield
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Tad Shell
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L. M. Yelton
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TIGER STOCK SOARING—
rom a lowly position among
the "also-rans," the prestige
of the Clemson atheletic teams
has risen to an important po3SBSS3|JS?f=«fjf the American sporting world. In the last year, the
football and boxing teams have
attained national fame, and today are rated among the topnotchers.
A few years ago, Clemson
was just another breather for
her major opponents. This
^teet^pn^ by defeating such
teams as Tulane, Wake Forest
George Washington, Kentucky, and by scoring on Tennessee, the football team is rated near the top by national
sports scribes. Never in the
history of the college has a
Tiger eleven gained such a
name.
Last year, the boxing squad
received recognition by winning the Southern Conference
championship, and sending outstanding men to the National
Tournament. This year, the
pugalists have received a bid
to the Sugar Bowl Athletic
Tournament held at New Orleans New Year's Day. Only
the top team's are invited to
this letter event among sport
fans.
Already sports editors have
icked Clemson players on
their All-Star teams and the
final poll may put the name
of Clemson right where St
should be—on top.
D. Caughman.
BLUE KEY SERVICE
SPREADS AGAIN
This year the Blue Key is
spreading out its services to
the people who come to our
campus on Thanskgiving day
to watch Clemson play Furman. It is now offering a service which has been sought
by the visitors to this school
for many years. They have a
central point to which they
may go to get information of
any kind as well as a booklet
which contains information of
a general nature which everyone visiting here for a day
wants to know. Such facilities
undoubtedly make people want
to return to Clemson and make
people become interested in an
institution which takes such
pain to see that its visitors
are made to "feel at home."

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1938.

TLME AND TIDE—It's unfortunate that time has the bad habit
of slipping up on one while his
back is' turned. But that's what
has happened to this football season and to the last four years.
•> Four years ago
the majority of
those boys who
comprise our
football team
were just other "foggy"
freshmen with
clipped heads
and scared
looks. Through
four tough
football seasons they have
developed and
improved until
DURBAN
this year we
wouldn't recognize them as the
same players who first took the
field for Clemson 'way back in
1935. Seems like just a day or so
ago that I was saying that here
was our opening game with P. C.
again, never stopping to think
that it was the last opening game
I would see as a cadet. But, here
is the Thanksgiving game with
Furman already only a day or so
off and the end of our football
season only the same time off
unless unforseen factors turn up.
This is the last time we will see
that Purple and Gold team trot
on the field and be able to feel
proud that we are a part of the
institution sponsoring that team.
We were freshmen with a good
manys of those boys who go out
every Saturday to do battle for
Clemson, and so there is a touch
of sentiment there. When they
walk off the field Thanksgiving
day, their last game against Furman will be finished, and we will
feel a sort of "blue" feeling ourselves for our last game against
Furman will be finished also. But
those football players have given
more than we have as Seniors.
They have given physical and
mental energy until they have
reached the point of exhaustion.
They have felt defeat a few times,
but have managed to murder the
so-called "jinx" and squelch all
idea of such a monster. This year
they go on the field against just
another football team, not another
football team from Furman plus
a "Jinx," whatever that may be.
And so, when the final whistle
blows, and the members of the
football team who are in the
Senior class walk off the field,
let's give them a big hand for
leading our class in spirit and
real fight, and for being the best
bunch of football players ever to
take the field for Clemson.

By Ed Schmidt

Popular Opinion - By G. M. McMillan
"DO YOU THINK THE ANNUAL CLEMSON-FURMAN
FOOTBALL GAME SHOULD BE PLAYED AT SIRRINE
STADIUM IN GREENVILLE EVERY YEAR?"

Prof. Tarrant: I'm in favor of
not playing Furman at all; it's
too small a school."
? ?
? ?
Goon Miller: "We ought to have
a new stadium and play some
games here. If we can't do this
I'd rather drop Furman altc*gether, but play all our home
games in Greenville."
? ? ? ?
Prof. Williams: What we need
at Clemson is a new concrete
stadium, and I'd like to see friends
of Clemson interest themselves in
a movement to that end so that
our biggest games could be played
at Clemson. I see no reason why
Clemson shouldn't have a good
stadium."
? ? ? ?
Steve Moore: "No, I don't see
why. I think we should keep on
as we have been doing. A team
is supposed to be 20 per cent
■ TURKEY—Several times a year better on its home field."
? ? ? ?
our own Captain Harcombe gives
the corps what is known as a
Prof. Brearley: "It's a question
"big feed," and Thanksgiving is
one of those times. To you freshmen who have not been to one of
these feeds, you have a lot in
store. They are a combination of
Christmas dinner at your house or
my house, plus a few added attractions, plus a lot more company than you or I have at our
houses ior Christmas dinner. With
a table, full of turkey, cranberry
sauce, nuts, fruit, cigarettes, and
all the milk or coffee you can The Third Reich
drink, who could want for any- By Henri Lichtenherger
thing more. So a bouquet to CapThe author, a real German, has
tain Harcombe and his staff for
a really swell custom at Clem- presumedly denounced the land
of his nativity. The reason is
son, "BIG FEED"!
simply that he took it upon himTHANKSGIVING—In the midst self to give to the world an obof a million troubles it suddenly jective and dispassionate review
occurred to me that I, as well as of what has taken place in Germost of you, have more to be many since the Armistice of 20
thankful for than most people to- years ago.
It is known that under the
day. First, I am thankful that I
know that there is a Supreme Be- conditions which now exist it is
ing watching my every move to- quite impossible for a German
day. Second, I am thankful that to write of the disgusting situaI am an American, and that needs tion of that country, but that it
no explanation. Third, I am glad precisely is what Mr. Lichtenthat I am a true Clemson Tiger. berger has done.
He is a professor at the UniFourth, I am glad that we have
the coach and football team that versity of Paris and has been a
we have—for I believe that they life-long student of German literaare more than enough to BEAT ture, philosophy, and institutions.
His book is probably the product
FURMAN.
of his untiring work in connection with the Carnegie EndowHOW ABOUT
ment for International Peace.
In his volumn, Prof. LichtenSOME WARM WATER?
berger commands "pass in reFrom every barracks come view"
and events of the past two
cries and screams as if the in- decades appear in their order.
mates are being subjected to The author is extremely just. He
torture. Why? They are being weighs honestly the arguments
in favor of the policies and practortured—tortured by water tices
in which he does not believe
in the showers that seems to and can not accept. However,
come from the area above the being the great man he has proven
Arctic Circle. We. don't mind himself to be, he sets these facts
light.
having to arise at 6:30 in the in their proper
* * *

cSook
J^eaaes

morning with the termometer
hanging around freezing, or
even having to meet classes on
the top floor of the Administration Building, but we do
mind very much having to
bathe in freezing wiater. How
about "turning on the heat",
Power House?

TAPS SPACE
DUE NEXT WEEK
Seniors must pay Taps space
by December 1, Taps Business
Manager Luke Lafaye announced today.
Arrangements have been
made whereby ROTC seniors
may sign an agreement promising to pay the money out of
their January ROTC check, he
says.

With Malice Toward Some
By Margaret Halsey
Margaret Halsey is the wife
of a young Ph.D who went to
England on an exchange professorship. The author says, "While
Henry taught, I saw life as it was
lived in a small English village."
Much that Margaret saw was woeful and excited a certain amount
of malice within her. She coined
a new word. She found that the
favorite English landed gentry
was in reality a class she named
the "ungentry."
Authoress Halsey at first entitled her book: "The Travel
Dairy of a Professor's Wife," but
after encountering the English
people, she decided in favor of
"With Malice Toward Some."
The English rural folk were
not only sufferers of Halsey's
acid pen, for Margaret and Henry
visited London, Paris, Norway,
and Sweden; however England

of money."
? ? ? ?
Curtis Pennington: "I don't see
why. We get just as much money
out of it when we play here."
? ? ? ?
Dr. McCollum: "I think recently the opinion of the corps has
changed and the boys would rather go to Greenville on Thanksgiving."
? ?
? ?
Ford Gray. "I think so, as long
as we don't have a better stadium."
? ?
? ?
Alex Pregnall: I don't think so.
I believe that we'll have a good
stadium here eventually. Besides
that, if we played in Greenville
every year, there would be riots
and the two schools would have
to break off all relations.
? ?
? ?
Barnyard Johnson: "I certainly
do not. Greenville sees enough of
Clemson as it is."
? ? ? ?
Louie Citron: "No. A game here
adds to the spirit of Clemson."

Taps Is Rapidly
Taking Shape
The 1939 edition of Taps is
rapidly taking shape. The photographs have all been made hy
Gaspar-Ware Studio of Atlanta,
and copy is to be sent next week
to Foote-Davis Company, printers
and engravers, also of Atlanta.
Taps is scheduled to go to press
about the middle o£ January, and
will be released in the Spring.
Sponsors for this years' annual
are to be selected soon. The result of the contest which is under
the direction of J. O. Sweeney, are
decided by the entire corp. Cadets
vote for their favorites, and the
winners are the official sponsors.
The collection of Taps space for
pictures of clubs, fraternities, various other campus organizations,
and individuals, always one of
the most difficult problems of
publication, is being dealt with.
The cadets must be reminded that
without the co-operation of the
entire corp, it will be impossible
to produce the usual sensationally
successful yearbooks, says Editor
Shell.

Providence College, R. I.—
You have seen it in the movies
and you have b^tered about it
yourself, but up in Providence
College it is a working reality.
They call it "flunk insurance."
The idea was hatched by a business-minded group of seniors who
thought it possible to profit by
offering the students a simple,
cheap kind of academic security.
They call it the Student's Protective Insurance Co., and began
the early part of this semester
insuring
the
undergraduates
against scholastic failure.
To
freshmen, the most prevalent and
persistent flunkers, the premiums
are only 50 cents, but for the
different classes the price varies.
For the student who fails, the
company will pay the college the
fees for make-up exams. These
fees range from $2.00 for the first
failure, to $5.00 for the second,
etc. The company is very anxious
as .0 the policy-holders standing
oftimes furnishing tutors and tips
on how to pass.
University of Chicago—
Chicago's Professor Burgess is
a bachelor, but one morning not
long ago he walked into his class
room and read to his pupils his
sure-fire method of a happy married life. The students, all of marriageable age, began biting their
nails and sitting on the edge of
their seats. When he had finished
the class, he had given a testproof formula for choosing a wife
(or a husband) and predicting
whether a marriage would be success.
Prof. Burgess worked a long
time in preparing his dissertation
and design for a successful marriage. His experiments took seven
years and his guinea pigs were
556 young married couples. These
young people had been married
from one to six years and most of
them were college bred; more
than half were protestants; all
having an income of at least
$1,800 per year.
Each person was asked to estimate his degree of happiness.
Of the husbands, over 50 per cent
rated themselves as "very happy"; about a forth said "average"; and the rest were divided
into "unhappy" and "very unhappy." There were by far more
happy wives. Most of the women
rated themselves as being "happy," but not too many said "very
happy."
Now for Prof. Burgess' testproof method of selection and
marriage, his more important
items were:
"Agreement in handling family
finances has a high correlation
with happiness."
"Frequent kissing of the wife
(by the husband) is another sign
of a happy marriage."
"Agreement concerning friends
and dealing with relatives."
"Relatively unimportant are:
table-manners, religion, and control of emotions."
Before Marriage
"Likely to have a happy marriage is the couple whose parents
were happy."
"A youngest child is a bad risk
unless you happen to be the oldest of many brothers and sisters."
"A person is a good risk if she
(or he) attends Sunday School."
"The longer the prospective
married couple have known each
other the more likely is their marriage to be successful."
"Desire for children is a happy
augury."
In conclusion, Prof. Burgess
recommended that gambling be
legalized. He declared, "Gambling
is inherent in human nature and
cannot effectively be suppressed."

Rhode Island StateToo bad that Rhode Island
State had to break their seven
year cross-country record. Until
the Rams met N. H. they had
scored 25 wins and no losses,
which is a national collegiate
record.

Randolph-Macon—

There's a flock of beautiful girls
devastating at Randolph-Macon. I know, and
you who have been to the dances
* * *
of late, know it too. Here is the
What A University President story: The other day the Calhoun
Forensic Society received a letter
Has Learned
from the above institution asking
By Dr. Lowell
about debates, etc. The letter was
Not a large book and unusually written according to all the apeasy to read. The author, A. proved principles of business letLawrence Lowell, President Eme- ter writing and the context of the
ritus of Harvard University, could letter was purely business. Howeasily have turned his disserta- ever, at the end was a daintily
tion into a psychological treatise. hand-written postscript: "Strictly
Dr. Lowell opens his discussion off the record, but isn't our deby telling of the average college bate on Feb. 10, the week-end
presidents problems. After derf set by C. D. A. for Mid-winters?"
scribing the problems' he offers
If you would like to know the
some ideas and some practical identity of the writer see me in
points for anyone in his position room 141 after any meal.
of responsibility.
Author Lowell begins by telling Wofford—
There is a good possibility that
what he knows about the European situation in colleges and uni- Wofford will become co-ed withversities. He compares and con- in the next year. Upon the contrasts the American set-up with vening of the Upper South Carothat of the European. He de lina Conference of Methodist
scribes the two conceptions of Churches many things may be
education. What the results are the result. A coordination of Wofwhen dealing with the recruiting ford, Lander and Columbia Colof men for government service leges may be decided upon.
Wofford is now an accredited
He points out the values of examinations; the relation of high fou.r-year college for boys but the
student rank to subsequent ad aim of the convention will be to
vancement in later life. He gives secure funds and permission to
an intriguing discussion of col- construct a woman's dormitory on
the campus, thus making the college sports.
Dr. Lowell closes with a deeply lege co-ed.
interesting chapter, on academic Poll—
At a Western University some
freedom in which he illustrates
certain factors determining hu- inquisitive person decided to take
a poll on what the students beman behavior.
received
blow.

the

most

That Sherman went through
Georgia, the Democrats took care
of the GOP's and J.' Dunlap wore
out a flock of shoe leather . . .
but wait till Benjy Moore gets
finished with "Delirium Tremens"
Pope and his boys.

That he hears Heebo Traywick
is agitating for a bigger and better Blue Key Directory with 1st
looeys listed on the fly leaf.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

campus
news.

heart

throb

heard

the

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That T. W. Barrineau made the
That he's still for a couple of
wrong move in Seneca the other guest stars amongst the cheernight and he has marks to prove leaders on Thanksgiving and that
itfrom all the noise they've been
OSCAR SAYS - - That Darwin would flip over in making around here for the past
his grave and toss a couple of coupla years he nominates Sue
cheers if he could spot the Crook (from Tocoa Jahjah) and Peg, the
pet.
jittering around on Bowman field pedagogue's
OSCAR, SAYS - - drill days.
That people will never persuade
OSCAR SAYS - - That since Fitz has started him to believe that little Doris
using "hot-foots" to keep his is really-n-truly Long Boy Mc"Art Depreciation" boys
(and Fadden's sister; it ain't possible.
OSCAR SAYS - - girls) awake, Oscar believes Jones
That someone ought to let
will start doing his sleeping at
"Pill" Troy in on the latest
night.
Scabbard and Blade news (no
OSCAR SAYS - - That he
)ects any day now more new members) so he can.,
to see "Cu
es" Stanley (little settle down. But Oscar won'it
J. C.) try •"
for a part in the have a hard time finding a place
local Little
°atre, now that he for him in the Horses' Neck Club
has become
member of the if that'll help any.
OSCAR SAYS - - notorious ca
us clique.
OSCAk SAYS - - That
Alcatraz-on-the-Ashley
That Goofut Bailey's stock went has throttled the "apple". 3 and
up two points when the bus stop- 27 for so much as a wobbled fanped at Clemson just so a little ny, but the Clemson contingent
cutie could talk to the Gridiron made history and returned to the
Grief, but it hit bottom when a Tiger's lair with twenty demerits
and a flock of confinements to
its credit.

Shoot The Show
By Bill Wade
Only two previews were available this week. One was hardly
worth reviewing and the other
deserves a double space so perhaps it will compensate for the
lack of reviews.
THURSDAY
What a treat for Thanksgiving?
Somebody should have known better but its probably just as well
'cause all of us will be watching
the downfall of "The House, of
Magic5' and after that we won't
wait to see a picture show. Nevertheless Jane Withers is starring
in "KEEP SMILING" which is
not even an appropriate title for
a picture that definitely does not
keep you smiling. Gloria Stuart
and Henry Wilcoxan are also in
the cast and help keep it in celluloid. However the cinema is better than here pictured. Maybe I
am partial to Shirley Temple.
Friday and Saturday: No Previews.
MONDAY
"MY LUCKY STAR". This
show is literally "on ice" with
Sonja Heine -ami Richard Greene
to keep it there. Sonja is her
very best as a model, flaunting
her drapes in a swanky girl's
school and being subdued as a
result. Richard Greene is good
as "Joe College" vrho feels that
Sonja should be tne very person
not to be snubbed. Miss Henie's
skating is superb, and makes the
two hours worth while evenjf^you
don't like the rest. George Barbier
and his "son" Caesar Romero supply some really good comedy;
while Buddy Ebsin and Joan
Davis are a show in themselves.
Buddy's troubles with his horse
and equally as stubborn Joan,
come to a climax when he goes
shopping for baby horseshoes. All
in all its a picture unusually well
acted, arnusing and well worth
watching for two hours.

All State Schools
Have Same Worries

OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Stup Roark's formula beats
all. Stup's reading "Gone With
The Wind." He reads fifteen
minutes and sleeps an hour.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he is shocked at some
Winthrop girls. They read books
during chapel, and what's more,
they write letters and gossip.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That from the many reports
circulating between Winthrop and
Clemson, Claude Green is rapidly
"PEGing" out.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That so far Margaret Gandy
has convinced only four people
that it really is a sty that has
given her the Shiner.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That since Charlie Littlejohn
has thrown his irons back in Della Jo's fire, the ashes of an old
love are still flying around.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he was always convinced
that Tom Lawton had two necks,
and that now he is sure because
the professors have their feet on
both of them.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That one of our torrid
Lads couldn't get lined up with
the little operator; said she: "It'd
hurt my reputation .to
with you" . . . and if THAT
don't take the rag off'n the bush,
let him know it.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That one of the socially inclined seniors almost had the leading role in a military weddinglast week, but Oscar thinks he's
learned his lesson well.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Tom Bainbridge has three
(no more, no less) girls swinging
on his coattails, and the little
has-been doesn't know which way
to turn.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That he wants to congratulate
Big-job Turner on showing such
musical versitility. Oscar thinks
that it would not be such a bad
idea to have him take over Burney's sour horn.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That each year there seems to
be a Horses' neck on the band,
from what Oscar has heard he
thinks Slim Rhodes has put in a
winning bid for the position.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

That Bo-rat Corbett finally got
jugged, Oscar has been watching
him make strides" in that general
direction, so he is not surprised
when the story broke in Seneca.

Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, dean of
the school of chemistry, returned
last week from the Convention
of Land Grant Colleges held in
OSCAR SAYS - - Chicago, and stated primarily that
That Benjy Moore will think two
all Land Grant Colleges are faced
or maybe three times before he
with the same problems.
For an example, Dean Calhoun brushes the hair on B-2's hide
pointed to the State college of again.
Michigan. The enrollment there
has increased from two to six
thousand in a few years, but the
appropriations to the school have
not
increased
proportionally.
Therefore, they use a system similar to Clemson's, by having graduate students as instructors.
Dean Calhoun also pointed out
The broad, broad land of the
that many such colleges are limU. S. is wide, beautiful and
iting their enrollment, and are
supreme. Its loyal sons swell
basing their selections on the high
with pardonable pride at the
school record of the applicant.
very thought of its splendor,
Such a system is contemplated
and there is no more splenhere at Clemson, he says.
did portion in all its confines
"The most striking thing I
than the state of South Caroheard," stated the dean, "was
lina.
a statement made by the dean of
But . . .
women at Kansas State college."
The title of state football
She said that a college should
champs of S. C. does not carry
see that the education offered
much national recognition. Who
there be a 24-hour affair. In
can gainsay that? With the posother words, there shouljd b4
sible exception of Mr. Hitt? Oh,
something going on all the time
yes, Mr. Hitt, the New York
at a college from which a student
Yankees are the world's champs
could learn something if he so
in spite of the fact that they
desired.
never play or defeat the Saskatchewan Panthers who are
lieved to be the three sweetest
champions of their district.
combination of words and the
So . . .
three saddest combination of
Shall we say that Mr. Hitt
words:
may confer his state champ
These were voted tops for
title when and where he pleassweetness:
es—and then explain what the
1. I love you.
Sam Hill he has got, anyway!
2. Dinner is served.
Clemson's Tigers will rest on
3. Keep the change.
the laurels of national recog4. All is forgiven.
nition and victories they have
5. Here's that five.
brought to the state, and acThese were the saddest:
cept any thanks offered. If
1. Tot's not here.
Mr. Hitt prefers that the state
2. External use only.
title be not one of the thanks,
3. Out of gas.
then that's all right, too.
4. Dues not paid.
5. Rest in peace.

What's The
Fuss About?
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South Is Nation s Economic Frontier, Says Student
TAU BETA PI
ESSAY WINNER
LOOKS FORWARD
(Editor's Note:—This article
won first place in the annual
Tau Beta Pi initiation essay
contest. It will be entered in
the national competitions.)
By Bob Henry

y

To the President and his associates the South may well be the
nation's No. 1 economic problem.
No doubt it is to all concerned
but it will not remain so long,
for today it is the nation's industrial "golden egg." The threshold to economic opportunity lies
now in the South, which accounts
for the rate at which industries
take root.
Industries from the
North are moving South with
much the same rapidity as the
flood of carpet-baggers who besieged the South immediately after the War Between the States.
Cotton
To some this may sound like an
old story; the South has been the
nation's No. 1 economic opportunity before. Therein lies one
reason why it is booming today—
that, combined with the effect of
the War Between Uhe States)
Both have resulted in stunting its
development. In 1793, Eli Whitney made the first successful cotton gin and started an intense
concentration of southern resources on cotton.
The South
knew how to grow cotton but
lacked capital, so the South became the land of cotton, so much
so that she became dependent
upon this commodity. It is characteristic of a southerner to say
that all would have been well had
the War Between the States been
avoided. At any rate it is true
that what fgw industries thfei
South possessed were wiped out
by the war. If the factories were
not destroyed by invading troops
they settled to the bottom from
the economic strain of war demands and maintenance.
Yankee Capitalists
In fertile soil, industry is bound
to grow but it must have cultivation. Seeds planted by Yankee
capitalists after the war began to
take root on or near the Appalachian Mountain range. Coal and
iron lay hidden in these mountains ready for quick exploitation. Again, though, the South
was off to a slow start. In fact,
in 1869 the Tennessee Coal, Iron
and Railroad Co., the largest single exploiter of such minerals in
the South today, let the sheriff
attach the mule used in the mine
because of their inability to pay
$16.40 taxes.
Back to Earth
The South turned again to its
soil. So much so that the South
is having a hard time getting out
of the pit it has dug itself into.
Boll weevils, soil erosion, and
__t^nancyjiave helped in undermining the^intlre sectioir. Tilts evils
of the tenancy system involve
too big a discussion to be handled
here, but a single fact regarding
erosion in the South is an impressive summation of that factor. It
is estimated that $300,000,000
worth of soil fertility washes away
from the southern farmers every
year.
The reason for the South, as

the No. 1 economic opportunity,
being dropped like a hot potato
in the past has not been due to
either one of these factors, however. In the past the South has
sponsored undiversified industries
as well as crops. For over 100
years the South has been shipping off its minerals, and crops
only to buy them back later as
manufactured goods.
The Lesson
The South has learned its lesson. Industry and agriculture are
becoming diversified. Man and his
emotions, and not the section and
its resources, have been responsible .for the present system of
undiversification.
It is strange indeed that the potentialities of this part of the
country should have been so long
overlooked and so grossly mistreated when used. First of its resources is its climate. Its mildness gives most of the South a
frostless growing season of six
months or longer. Statistics show
that the South has two-thirds of
the national area that receives an
annual rainfall of 40 inches or
over. Second of its resources is
the land itself. It' is of such
variety that optimum growing
conditions can be found for any
crop which is adapted to the latitude of the section. Not often
thought of as important resources
are its rivers and coast. The South
is in effect surrounded by water,
the Atlantic, the Gulf, the Mississippi, and the Ohio. A quarter
of the nation's hydro-electric power is generated in the eleven states
considered as the deep South.
These states are Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee
and Kentucky. Fish, shrimp, and
even caviar are bountiful gifts
of the coast. What people do see
are its mineral resources. Even
they are not properly understood
or appreciated. A geologist lists
over 300 varieties of minerals.
Of more importance are such
things as the vast bed of coal and
iron that lies underneath the Appalachian section of the country
Vast resources still undeveloped
are: Phosphate in Florida, Tennessee and South Carolina; oil,
natural gas and sulphur in Louisiana; salt in Louisiana and Virginia;- marble in Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee; bauxite,
and oil in Arkansas; zinc and
copper in Tennessee; finest of
clays, kaolin, in North Carolina
and Georgia; and limestone over
the whole section.
Awakening
The awakening of the South
industrially started with Birmingham. It, however, failed to use
its
potentialities.
Chattanooga
comes next and today is as much
like a northern industrial city as
any other city in the South. To
it goes credit for being the home
of many-gortjines made by Coca
Cola, Tennessee Copper Co., the
manufacturers of patent medicines. More interesting from the
standpoint of fortunes is the home
of the tobacco industry. Starting
with a fifteen-employee factory in
Durham, N. C, the Duke family
made a business that has produced dozens of fortunes. Today
North Carolina accounts for 57%

Guaranteed Watch Repairing — Quick Dependable Service.
Crystals Fitted While U Wait.

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH SHOP
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GO BY GREYHOUND
When you start the annual pilgrimage home to
get a good square meal (we presume you're
not immune to the charms of a home-cooked
drumstick!) remember the sage advice of the
Puritan Fathers . .. "Always travel by Greyhound and save your money for a rainy day
or a really swell party!" You can manage the
whole out-of-town week-end for a little more
than you'd spend hanging around the college.
The trip, at Greyhound's low fares, cost less
than half as much as driving a car . . . even
a pre-Mayflower model!

CLEMSON

0%

Phone 194

Sample
Round-Trip Fares
Columbia
$4.15
Charleston
$7.30

Charlotte

$4.00

Greenville
$1.10
Spartanhurg .... $1.90
liaurens
$2|.35
Atlanta
_.. $3.55
Gaffney
$2.55
Augusta
$4.00
Savannah
$7.40
Rock Hill
$4.80
Anderson
55
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I. P. Orens of the
• physics department
has studied here and in Germany. Dr. Albert Einstein
is one of his former teachers.
—Staff Photo By Lee.
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of the United States cigarette
production.
Marching South
The last ten years has seen a
steady march of industry to the
South. Such things as the world's
largest bathtub factory, International Harvester Co., duPont Co.,
Armour cottonseed-oil refineries,
furniture factories in North Carolina and Virginia turning out
12% of the country's furniture
output, aluminum Industries, pottery and china ware factories,
are all just a drop in the bucket,
so to speak, of far more significant industrial moves, not to mention such products as asphalt
roofing, synthetic menthol, steel
drums, hats, tin cans, shoes, radio
tubes, and soy bean oil, which
might be added to this minority
list.
Far more important has been
the increase in textiles. Northern
textile cities are ghost towns unless they have been rejuvenated
by other industries. Percentages
of cotton goods manufactured in
the North and South have taken
a complete reversal since the
World War. In 1937 the South's
plants manufactured 81% of all
cotton products made in the U.
S. No longer does the southern
textile industry merely spin the
cotton and do the roughest weaving. Finishing and dyeing plants,
textile machinery plants, garment
makers, and now finally, the
hosiery and underwear manufacturers are located in the South.
Even worsted mills are locating or
running experiments here.
Paper
More interesting than perhaps
any other development to the
South has been the development
of the paper industry. Using the
southern pine, the mills at present
turn out principally heavy or
kraft paper. Southern lands are
still over half in timber making
up 40% of the nation's forests.
Southern pines grow rapidly and
flourish on much of the region's
eroded land. It is expected that
the South's forests, properly cared
for, could supply indefinitely more
than twice the demand of mills
already located here. The paper
mill rush started in the South
about 1935 and since that time
$20,000,000 has been put into
new pulp and paper mills. South
erners are particularly pleased
with this industry for it employs
a great number of workers, rel
atively unskilled, in the woods
as well as in the mills.
It is evident that industry is
finding its new home in the South
Why? Perhaps it's not so much
because of the natural resources
and the proximity to the raw ma
terial as it is another factor. Industry has found that here in the
South are innumerable workers
willing and grateful for release
from the econom'ic destitution to
which they have become so accustomed. Here then is cheap and
docile labor. Here is much more
freedom from labor troubles.
Here, too, is good, efficient labor.
Pretty Picture
Perhaps this is all too rosy a
picture to paint for the future
of the South. Will not the shifting
of industry from the North to the
southern part of the country merely shift the location of the problem? Perhaps so, but a few things
are noticeably significant. Most
of the new industries, especially
chemical industries like the fertilizer rayon and paper industries
are not shifting the scales. These
are new-born industries. At any
rate the process will tend* to adjust the southern economic level
and standard of living with that
of other parts of the country. Itwill take time, probably for the
best; years will pass before the
nation as a whole is affected materially.
We can be assured of the tact
that the South will no longer be
the "No. 1 Economic Problem of
the Nation."

PHARMACY
H. F. ORR, Agent.

GREYHOUND

Spineless Okra
Becoming Popular

Dr. Orens Studied Over Seas;
Einstein Course Like Philosophy
By M. F. Simmons
Dr. I. P. Orens, a newcomer to
the Clemson physics department,
has studied under Dr. Albert Einstein and many other prominent
educators.
Born in New York and reared
in Massachussetts, Dr.-' Orens received his bachelors degree from
the University of Virginia, his
Masters degree from Columbia
University, and his Doctors degree from the University of Virginia. In addition to these universities he has done graduate work
at Yale University and at the
University of Berlin.
_—■
An honor student at Yale University, Dr. Orens was given a
scholarship to the University to
study under, among others, the
noted educators and physicists,
Dr. Albert Einstein, Dr. Hans
Reichenbach, Dr. Max Plank, and
Dr.
Erwin
Schroedinger.
Dr.
Orens says that one of his greatest problems in Dr. Einstein's
class was to decide whether he
was talking about physics or philosophy.
Dr. Orens said that he went
to Germany to get an education,
but instead he got a wife, Margarette. Somehow it seems that
he got"" an education and a wife,
too.
While in Berlin, Dr. Orens
was a member of the famous
fraternity "The Society of the
Philosophy of Science."
In addition to his extensive
travel and study he has served as
professor of philosophy at the
University of Vermont, and as
professor of Physics at Remarr
college.

"Boys' Town" Playing
In Anderson Theater
Aimed straight at the heart of
America,
"Boys
Town"
stars
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney.
Based on the story of Father
Edward J. Flanagan's Boys Town,
located twelve miles outside of
Omaha, Nebraska, the role of the
priest whose mission in life is to
give home and shelter to needy
boys affords Spencer Tracy an
opportunity for one of the sincere, natural portrayals for which
he has become deservedly famous.
Seldom has Tracy found a role
more suited to his personality
than that of his quiet idealist,
Father Flanagan, whose contention that "there is no such thing
as a bad boy," leads him to build
a monument of faith to boys the
world over. His battle to win
public opinion and to prove his
idealistic contention, as well as
his fight to make good citizens
of the boys who come within his
jurisdiction, provides smash entertainment.
Sharing honors with Tracy as
whitey, tough, unmanageable and
non-conforming, is Mickey Rooney, cast in one of the most dramatic roles of his career. Gone
in this picture is the flip, wisecracking Andy Hardy. In his
place is a young actor whose ability to tug at the heartstrings
marks him as one of the really
great young performers of the
screen. .

"Clemson Spineless", a new variety of okra developed by the
South Carolina Experiment Sta•tion, has recently been awarded
a silver medal rating in the AllAmerican trials of the American
Seed Grade Ass'n Prof. R. A.
McGinty, vice-director of the station .announces.
The outstanding feature of
Clemson Spineless is that the pods
are free from disagreeable spines
found on most varieties. It was.
developed by the process of selection from a spineless okra that
had been grown for more than
40 years by Thomas Davis and
family of Lancaster county, South
Carolina, and brought to the attention of the Experiment Station horticulturists by Mrs. Dora
D. Walker, conservation specialist
of the Extension Service.
Original
The original type grown by the
Davises was dwarf with white
pods whereas the new Clemson
Spineless is of medium height
with dark green pods. It is prolific, of good quality, and has
scant foliage, which facilitates
picking.
The work of developing a better type of spineless okra was initiated in 1930 by Prof. McGinty
who was then horticulturist of
the station. Since that time he has
developed a number of strains
of spineless okra with the help
of Prof. F. S. Andrews and Mr.
L. E. Scott of the Sandhill Station. The selection which has
been named Clemson Spineless was
made by Prof. Andrews.
Published
Descriptions of the variety are
now being published in seed and
garden journals. Inquiries have
been received from many sections
of the country, including California, and many favorable comments by people who have grown
the new strain, including one
large canner. Much interest has
been shown by seedsmen and arrangements have been made with
Associated Seed Growers, Inc., to
distribute Clemson Spineless for
next spring's planting.
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A ^JT^ table, Thanksgiving, Harcombe-planned
JL .L^XiO J_
style. The spread below was taken last
Thanksgiving, but tomorrow's tables will probably look
the same—or maybe a little better..
—Staff Photo By Lee.
TT^TJ^

Okra, developed here un<
vice-director R. A. McGinty's
supervision, is quickly becoming popular over the entire
country. The picture below is of Mr. McGinty showing
some pods in one of the experimental fields.

SPINELESS

New Course for
Summer School
The summer school session of
1939 will offer in its schedule a
new course in "Grading of To
baceo," a parallel to the course
given in previous years of the
"Grading of Cotton," Dean W. H.
Washington announced this week.
A marketing -specialist of the
tobacco section of Bureau of Ag.
Education of United State Department of Agriculture will be in
charge.
The class will be conducted
during first three weeks of summer school and will be open to
farmers, farm boys, teachers, college students, CCC men, and county agents. The value of such a
practical subject can readily be
seen in the light of our great
tobacco industry, both in South
-Carolina and other states, says
Dean Washington.
Last year, for the first time,
"Tobacco Production" was taught
in summer school by H. A. McGee
of the extension service. The same
course will be offered again this
summer.

SEE 1939's TWO BEAUTIFUL CARS

DeSOTO — PLYMOUTH

KILGORE MOTOR CO.
GREENVTI/BE, S. C.

CRAWFORD'S DRY CLEANERS

Captain Parks Assigned
To Army War College

son class '18, aid to the Chief of
staff, United States Army, Genneral Craig, has been ordered to
Captain Floyd L. Parks, Clem- the Army War College.

AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
R. O. T. C. Juniors and Seniors—I am selling merchandise on January checks. Feel free to take advantage
of this. No extra charges. Nationally advertised goods
at regular prices. For example: Crosby Square Shoes,
5.00; Riegel Shirts, 1.65; Botany Ties, 1.00; Capson Hats,
3.50; Interwoven Socks, 3 pairs, 1.00; Raincoats, etc.

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

A Service You'll Appreciate and Enjoy

Eastman Kodaks — Movies and Photographic Supplies
Univex Movies and Argus Candid Cameras
10% Discount to Cadets on All Kodak Films

FANrS DRUG STORE

i

New Slacks

TO

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton Street

ANDERSON, 8. C.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

THE AMERICAN SHOE SHOP

FOR EXPERT AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE

Expert Shoe Repairing. All Work Guaranteed.
Free Shoe Shine With Every Sole.
Opposite Clemson Grill
Clemson, S. C.

Make Your Kitchen a "Dream Kitchen"

C. P. Means the Perfect Gas Range
FOR THE PERFECT FUEL GAS!

COME TO

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
"WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"
Across From Clemson Grill

Clemson, S. C.

COMPLIMENTS OF

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE

BOLT'S AND STONE'S DRUG STORES

HOME OF GOOD STEAKS.

Compliments

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Pendleton Oil Mill

18 EAST COFFEE ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C
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SOME OF CLEMSON'S 1938 FOOTBALLERS - - - MAKERS OF TIGER HISTORY . . .
The 1938 edition of the Tiger robtball toters has won a reputation better than any squad ever to trot onto a gridiron in this state. From old New Orleans to the blue grass country of Kentucky the boys havej
spread Clemson's name with victories. They play straight football, Neely style. They block for keeps, and they tackle hard, and though every man should be a star, they form so perfect a team that it is almost impossible!
to pick an outstanding player. The boys whose pictures appear on this page have been in the vanguard of the Tiger victory march. Those who haven't played a lot, have displayed football talent that should produce a!
strong Bengal eleven next year. Here are the names to tack onto the pictures. 1. When Red Pearson kicks and Shad Bryant holds, then a point is coming up. This combination won the Florida game last year, and has
rolled up a goodly number of extra points this season. 2. Chippy __Maness, the sophomore
speedster, stepped out against George Washington. A lame leg slowed him up in September,
and October, but he's started stepping now, and it'll take a lot to stop him. 3. Walter Okurowsky has done noble service at end. Substitute wingman this year, he's bound to see lots of
service in 1939. Watch for him. You'll see him. 4. Earl Trobaugh played second fiddle to Charlie
Woods this year, but when next year's opener rolls around, he'll probably be tooting the solo.
5. Red Sharpe started off at center, and ended , up calling signals when "Red'' was resting.
He's the most experienced signal-caller on the squad now, so the destiny of the Tiger team
may, some day, be up to him. 6. This year, we're probably giving you a piece.of information
when we say that Charles Tisdale plays guard for Clemson. Next year, you'll hear plenty
of him' without our aid. 7. Gus Goins was selected by NEA news service as All-Southern
end. It's an honor, no doubt, but an honor that Gus deserves for his splendid gridiron record.
8. Wister Jackson was on the sick list all last year, and part of this. He's rated one of the
top ends in the south now, and probably will be with us again next fall to further his already
splendid record. 9. Tom Moorer ended the coaching staff's headaches with his brilliant play
at guard. At the start of the year, it was thought that he would be the team's weak spot,
but now he's the Bengal's one-man granite boulder in the line. 10. Banks MacFadden kicks,
and passes and runs with the best of them. He made the longest kick on record in the West
Point stadium last year. His passes netted two scores against Kentucky. You've seen him run.
11. Ben Pearson, signal caller deluxe, is the p^vot man of the backfield. He's the man who
does all the work for the other fellow, and little for himself. He's the blocking back. 12.
Gene Flathman made four successive tackles when Kentucky was on our six yard line. You
can tell from that the kind of game he plays. 13. Allen Trobaugh, sub end, is another one of
those fellows you'll hear lots more about in the future than you have in the pa.st. 14. Joe
Payne has played well at guard for the Tigers. Like Moorer, he was an unknown quantity in
September, but Clemson's foes have learned lots about Payne. 15. Bill Hall has seen lots
of service at tackle during his sophomore year, and will see lots more during his junior.
16. Dan Coleman played his most spectacular game against George Washington, but he's dependable, and is good for a gain most any old time. 17. Monk Willis needs no words of praise.
His actions speak for themselves. 18. Sophomore Deitz, guard, is dependable and plenty good.
He's had the misfortune of playing along with Moorer and Payne, but he won't be second
string long. 19. Neely says he's taught the boys all he knows. He's just trying to impress the
knowledge a bit deeper here.

COACH JOE DAVIS

COACH FRANK HOWARD

COACH BOB JONES

3. WALTER OKUROWSKI

6. CHARLES TISDALE

n
13. ALLEN TROBAUGH

7. GUS GOINS

8. WISTER JACKSON

10. BANKS McFADDEX.

11. BEN PEARSON.

12. GENE FLATHMAN.

14. JOE PAYNE.
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Several Tigers Slated For Sectional Honors
♦

Tigers Readv
For Wind-Storm
The Autumn football madness
reaches Its climax Thursday when
Clemson entertains Furman in
Riggs field for their final game
of the year. Clemson, ranked
11th in the country, will be out
for revenge. They've won only
four out of the last 14 games, and
have lost three, and tied one out
of the last four, though pre-game
favorites by two touchdowns each
year.
By virtue of their splendid record, the Tigers will be chosen
to win again this year. The house
of magic has had only a mediocre
season, and has been licked by
both Carolina and Citadel in the
state race. For Clemson, much
depends on the outcome. Ranked
11th in the nation at present,
their final standing depends on
whether or not Furman scores
another upset.
Keen Rivalry
A keen rivalry, more intense
than ever, has been brewing between the two institutions, and
this year's contest promises to
be the most colorful of the entire
Clemson-Furman series.
Furman Ready
Furman, also in perfect shape,
is hoping to crack the Tigers
once again.
Clemson is looking forward to
a Thanksgiving day that may be
outstanding in history. They hope
to entertain a record football
crowd, and, more important, to
break that Furman jinx.

Furman Thursday, backfield
ace Phil Chovan, below', will
be contributing his final bit
in Clemson's sensational rise
to national football fame.
Chovan has put in three
grinding years with the Bengal backfield and has turned in a lot of hard running
this year. (Ed. Note: Chovan was mistakenly omitted
from the graduating seniors
on the front page).

<$-

All-Southern
Berths Talked
For Clemsonians

In registering one of the
most impressive football records in the history of Clemson football, Clemson's powerful football Tigers have featured several of the outstanding
gridiron individuals in Dixie
BY WATSON MAGEE, Sports Editor,
circles.
The greatest football team in the annals of Clemson ColCaptain Charlie Woods, Alllege returned from a victorious expedition into the land of the
Southern center of 1937, has
blue grass in Kentucky. While there, they not only took the
turned in his usual excellent
.
University of Kentucky's football team into camp in rather
performance throughout Clemleisurely, in-the-stride fashion (if we may
son's back-breaking schedule
have the timerity to use such an expresand stands high among the na| sion) but also took in the sights of the retion's
leading pivot
men.
nowned thoroughbred race-horse farms of
Woods will make his final
the millionaires.
appearance under Clemson
No less interesting thab the famous Man
colors against Furman ThursO' War, the greatest horse of them all, is
day.
Don Willis, Shad Bryant, Joe
his trainer, keeper and constant companion,
Payne, Curtis Pennington and Gus
Will; colored caretaker and most intrepid
Goins are among the Bengal perbooster of the wonder-horse. Will's love for
formers slated for high recognithe horse, the sincerity in his work, is a
tion on the various all-star teams
revelation to the visitors at the farm. He
throughout the country this year.
Powerhouse
quotes from memory sires and dams, in fact,
MAGEE
Willis, the 205 lb. Tiger powwhole geneologies of famous horse families,
erhouse who divided his offensive
besides the best times for various distances.
duties between handling all of
the spinners and reverses, plungHOSSES
ing the line and blocking when
not otherwise occupied, is rated
But his real love, of course, is Man O' War, the chief
with the better fullbacks of the
joy of his life. "Man O' War," says Will, "Am de greates' hoss
country. His feat of gaining 103
of Clemson's net 105 yards again6t
of all time. He ain' never los' but one race, and de boy what
Wake Forest is probably a recordrode him den am still walking." (meaning that the racing
breaking performance.
commission barred him from competition on grounds of
To date a more impressive
"throwing the race.") "He ended dat race with his head
accomplishment than that hung
up by Shad Bryant has not been
pulled sideways. Yas suh! Mac O' War am one hoss what
By Arthur Williams
presented. Bryant has averaged
we don't need no 'scuses for. He don' need 'em. We jes'
seven yards per scrimmage and
naturally don' make scuses for Man O' War."
This is the last one of our more than 20 yards per return
/ And so the Clemson Tigers almost to a man adopted
Clemson played with merciless columns of the football season punt. In at least five games this
year the Tennessee speed merchthat slogan. "We don' need no scuses for Clemson's team.'' and cold precision against a Ken(bowl games not included, so we ant has turned in runs of 65 yards
And no scuses were needed last Saturday when the University tucky team that fought all the
but simply lacked the power think it's about time for words or more.
of Kentucky was defeated by a 14 to 0 score. The game itself way
to match the Tigers in winning of praise for our gridiorn gladRewards
was somewhat lackadaisical, with the Tigers apparently put- its sixth football game of the
Gus Goins reaped the reward of
iators who, each week, have playting the pressure on when it was necessary, and at other times season at Stoll Field, Lexington,
three years' hard labor last week
ed the best they know how to when the Newspaper Enterprisebeing contented to just let the game slide as long as the Ken- Ky., Saturday, Nov. 12.
The bright and crisp autumn bring fame and honor to Clemson. Association, a national news agentuckians were content to be gentle. A leather-lunged partisan
afternoon brought out the best in
First, we'd like to commend cy, selected the rangy Tiger end
of the Kentucky WiWcats expressed the appearance of the both teams, and there wasn't a
EVERY MEMBER OF THE on its All-South selection, covergame somewhat laconically when he said, "The Clemsonites dull moment in the 60 minutes of
ing both the Southern and SouthWHOLE TEAM for being true eastern Conferences. Goins was
are sho' a lazy bunch. They get the game started, score, and frantic action and football brilsportsmen and hard workers. They the lad who snagged both of Mcjust piddle along for awhile. Kentucky nearly scores, and dog liancy.
This was a game in which the have worked, and worked hard, Fadden's touchdown passes to degone if they don't wake up, turn of the steam and score again. ball was constantly sailing through
feat the University of Kentucky
and their record shows it.
14 to 0 two weeks ago and give
kKind'a glad they are lazy, I reckon, or the score mighta been the ether, in plain view of the
And
we'd
like
especially
to
the Bengals two out of three over
^rspectec^g^-TaeA-jt was n.'^gdto
K.Tvrse."
commend
some
of
the
outstanding
Southeastern Conference opfjon
the hilt of excitement, with t
STRONG KERNELS
Tigers generating efficiency fellows on the"'^mi--^M~ifS¥^y^^J^th6 year- "
throughout the entire game that done their share, and a bit more
LBt,flmb_eyr,..5tw the Tiger
TJie..Kentucky teamjwas a strong aggregation Saturday, carried it to this great victory. for the team
coaches searching frantically for
Not a letterman guard
and bids fair to give Tennessee^(wTT6 Dfeafucretfisuii5,"'WseJ Both Tigej; touchdowns came
First, and here's a name that guards.
8 n ca p Joe
through
the
air
route.
may
surprise-yo-C
tfieYe^'i&ZIfciU™
i
™ Payne, a stand
luck)' a strong fight on Thanksgiving. Major Neyland, coach
out sophomore end, was" shiftea
A tall country-looking pitcher
at U. of T., did not give his team a rest Monday after the named Banks MacFadden was on IE HEATWOIE, a senior, and the into the right guard spot and
smallest man on the squad. He's
Vanderbilt game, but plunged them immediately into the pre- the throwing end of both of these slaved for three years to make a beginning with the first game,
paration for the Kentucky conflict, so it appears the Major air-mail messages with versatile letter. He hasn't yet made it, but the Greenville boy has turned in
well-played
Gus Goins making brilliant catches undiscouraged he labors on with eight 'iconsecutive
doesn't believe in comparative scores where Kentucky is con- on
the receiving end and taking a light heart. More than any games.
cerned.
Tackles
both into end-zone territory.
other thing, we'd like to see
And comparative scores is exactly what the Clemson team
The two Tiger tackles, Curtis
Good Team
Blackie get in there and shine
From their Blue Ridge Moun- during the Furman game. And Pennington and Hubert Miller,
doesn't believe in these days. The approaching game with
Furman isn't being taken with any degree of lightness what- tain stronghold the Tigers brought he can do it, too. He's a first were praised by Coach D. C.
Walker of Wake Forest as the
a veteran team with no outstandsoever. Neit'her is it being considered a Tarter. Preparations, ing weakness. The Clemson line class footballer, but his lack of best tackles his team played
weight has held him back.
are going forward as usual, without tenseness or emotional didn't leave the Wildcats with a
And then there are the boys against this year and both boys
ballyhoo. It is just another ball game and probably will be a foot to stand on, and in backs you all know. CHARLIE WOODS, are well up in the running for
very good one. Clemson plays its games from Saturday to "Shad" Bryant, "Monk" Willis, captain and all-southern center individual honors. Their steady
play at the Tigers tackles is a big
Red Pearson, and Banks MacFadSaturday, and points for a team for only a week. And what den put on the field, four aces. who has played fine football since reason why opponents have been
the
day
he
was
sent
into
sub
for
is important, they win their share. And so Thanksgiving, "We Clemson's line, headed by Captain the injured Harold Lewis; CURTIS able to resgister only 49 points
ain't making no scuses befoe, after, or in between, cause Charlie Woods at center and Cur- PENNINGTON, in our opinion, on the Bengals this year and has
tis Pennington at tackle, stood the south's best tackle. ..TOM been a major part of the ClemClemson jes' naturally don' need no scuses."
up valiantly and consistantly and MOORER, started off the season son offense that has scored
NOTES:—Walter Okurowskey, Junior end from New any line in the country would as the only available plug to fill against all opposition.
With a record of six victories,
have buckled under its force.
Jersey has played more than 8 years of organized football. Woods, Pennington, Miller, Jack- a weak spot at guard, and came one defeat (and that at the hands
through with flying colors. GUS
In that time, he has never suffered from the well known son and the rest of the line put GOINS and WISTER JACKSON'S of undefeated Tennessee) and a
tie with V. M. I., the Tigers are
on a big show in line play. They
"Charley-Horse." On the first of the week, at a light work- were breaking through and tackl- play at end need not be mentioned due plenty of individual recogniit is so well known. And HUBERT
out, Oke ran into the goal post while chasing a punted ball. ing and blocking all over the lot. MILLER played well at tackle tion and when the final votes are
counted, they probably will be
Against this combination, KenThe upright was knocked off the post, barely missing Walter tucky offered a good back in as did-PHTL CHOVAN at back. high in the ratings.
WATSON MAGEE pulled the gang
as it fell to the ground beside him where he lay—suffering Zoeller, who sputtered for sev- out of many a hole with his fine
eral nice gains.
punting. And last, but far from
from a "Charley Horse."
The many fjne Kentucky cheer
End
least there's BEN PEARSON. Red
Late in the third quarter the is the man in the backfield who
leaders, (female) added lots of color to the game, and prooval rested on Clemson's eight
vided sideline tackles with an added attraction, according to yard line in Kentucky's hands, a does the lion's share of the work,
The student chapter of the
and get's the lamb's share of the
"Baby Don" Willis.
Coach Jess Neely's cousin once drove nervous ball team would have been glory. He's called signals during American Society of Mechanical
Engineers on Nov. 18 made an
beaten here, but not Clemson.
the famous trotter, "Nancy Hanks," in races. A statue stands The line tightened perceptibly, the entire season, and he's called inspection trip to Tallulah Falls,
them well. He's blocked and la- in Georgia, to study the power
above the horse's grave in Lexington. —— Men, women and and with Flatham making four bored for the glory of the other
v
children read the race-sheets with their morning coffee in straight tackles, repulsed the fellow with his fine team play. plants operated by the Georgia
Company there.
He's the pivot that the backfield Power
Kentucky. And the politics are hotter than hot, with Demo- Kentucky effort.
Dr. J. H. Sams, faculty adviser
This- decisive superiority of works around, and he's done an
crats, Republicans snowing their division by applause at the Clemson's famed Tigers has boostamazing share of footballing with to the society, made the trip in
news reels.
"Our Quarterback" Pearson, played his usual ed the national standing of the an amazingly small share of capacity of leader, spieler, and
bang-up game despite an injured ankle.
Gus Goins caught Tigers, and has served notice to fame. Here's a particular large arbiter. The Society members were
shown through the plants by comboth touchdown passes beautifully. That's three to date for the all Bowl committees that Clem- bouquet to Red.
pany officials and the essential
son has a great team.
These fellows, seniors all, have elements
Fitzgerald, Ga., flash.
Colonel Weeks and party never
operation of the sysbrought our team a long way. tem werein pointed
out and exfail to follow his team no matter the distance. From Tulane
They deserve all the praise and plained.
to Kentucky the colonel has been on the side lines cheering as
admiration they get, and then
An unusual particular about
plenty more.
lustily as the lustiest cheerer of them all.
Big Flathman,
this system, is that jn five sucMan Mountain Dean of the club, justified his excuse for eatcessive dams on the river, the
ing by making four consecutive tackles when Kentucky
Georgia Power Company has utiBarre Pix Printed
lized every inch of head possible
threatened to score. -^— A Kaintuck end told us that ''the ' The Clemson basketballers,
in the eleven hundred foot elevabig tackle" (referring to Pennington) was the best he'd ever finalists in last year's southern In Cotton Publication
tion drop. This is a very interestseen, and he'd seen the best. In fact, he considered "Penny" conference, have begun practice
C. D. Barre, landplanning spe- ing fact in the light of the curthe "latest thing" in all respects as the tackle models went. fox the season. Bryce, Magee, cialist in the Bureau of Agricul- rent controversy as to whether
Clemson don't need no scuses befoe, in between, and more- McFadden, Flathman, Moorman, tural Economics, has the distinc- or not the Federal government is
are back and fighting for positions tion of having his picture on the more capable than private agento-the point, after the Furman game.
on this year's quintet.
front cover of the "American Cot- cies in securing maximum efThese old boys will be assisted ton Growers", the national cotton ficiency and economy in dams
by the graduates from the strong magazine, for Nov., 1938. Until for electrical power. .
WHEN IN ANDERSON EAT AT
Freshman team of last season.
recently, Mr. Barr was attached
The Tigers lost only Kitchens to the Division of Markets with
and Cheves by graduation, and headquarters in Washington, D. C.
are looking forward to a successful season.
L. A. Emerson, director of the
Is, Sandwiches, And The Best Hot Dogs Di Town.
State Planning Board, and W. J.
Education Association
Balentine, technician, were at
Special Prices on Watch, Clock
Clemson recently, confering with
and Jewelry Repairing.
To Meet Next Wednesday
members of the staff of the deCrystals as low as
25c
SAVE 40 PERCENT
The American Vocational Ed- partment of Agricultural EconoCleaining
$1.25
ucational Association will meet mics and Rural Sociology, about
Main Spring
$1.00
Nov. 30, at St. Louis, Missouri. the research programs. They exR. Ii. POWERS
Delegates will be sent from Clem- pressed themselves as being deWatchmaker and Jeweler
BATXEKIES
KADIOS
TIKES
son's School of Education, includ- lighted with the progress reported
25 Years Experience
ing both the Ag. Ed. Department in the case of the number of
All Work Guaranteed
ANDERSON
123 N. MAIN
and the Industrial Ed Depart- studies sponsored by the Planning
29 S. Main St., Greenville S. C.
ment.
, Baa*d——^

Tigers Down
Wildcats, 140

Post Twcct

Basketballers
Begin Practice
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WESTERN AUTO STORE
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HERE'S

to the bohunks. This week they're
Tennessee, and the varsity rips them
to pieces busting up Tennessee plays. Next wefefe-iiiSjiJi^
Kentucky and the varsity steps in their faces working on an
offense against Kentucky. But the bohunks play on^and
wait for the breaks that may give them their letters. This
year's crop of bohunks Hamer among them, nave made it
tough sledding for the varsity at times. They've worked
hard, and deserve much of the credit for Clemson's successful season.
y.i.«i.»<;.M,.....":.
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ASME Members
Make Inpection

THE CAROLINA LUNCH

/"^TX A T)T TT^O Woods, and senior, peruse a story
V^.I-1 -fXXV.l J liOof Clemson's victory over Kentucky.
Charles Woods, senior, made the trip to Kentucky to see
his son, Charles, Jr., lead the Clemsonites to victory over
the Wildcats.

Two Here to Confer
On Research Program
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FURNITURE COMPAQ

309 S. MAIN —ANDERSON, S. C.

PHONE 70

DUKE UNIVERSIT1

Compliments
—of—

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Gentry's Bakery
Greenville, S. C.

Compliments Of

Martin-Hawkins
Furniture Co.
Greenville, S. C.

DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be
taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one-quarter years) or
three terms may he taken each
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are
intelligence, character and three
years of college work, including
the subjects specified for Class
A medical schools.- Catalogues~afe<i
application forms may be obtain-^ed from the Admission Committee.

HIGHEST QUALITY FURNITURE—LOWEST
PRICES—EASIEST TERMS!

R. FRETWELL & SONS, Inc.
ANDERSON, S. C.

ALL

APPLIANCES

RICHARD RUHLE REFRIGERATION CO.
.ANDERSON, S. C.

PHONE NO. 97
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'Guess Elected President of Calhoun Forensic Society
Speaker's Program
CHEMISTS
BID
FOR
NATIONAL
RECOGNITION
Well Under Way
<$>

ATHANOR KNOCKS AT

Joe Guess was elected president of the newly formed Calhoun
Forensic Society at the organization's initial meeting last week.
Other officers include Bill
Wade, first vice-president; Manly
Wright, second vice-president; J.
J. Lever, secretary; J. E. F.
Schmidt, corresponding secretary;
and "Rat" Lever, doorkeeper.
The society was formed to control all Clemson forensic activities some two weeks ago, when the
former Calhoun and Palmetto literary societies dissolved.
Guess says the Calhoun ForenIJe^groujuadlLfeold meeting twice
inlmtnTand interesting programs
Iwill be featured. The executive
committee of this organization
I forms the Clemson Forensic countfjrhich directly governs ClemsonWercollegiate forensic activities.
This year the society will probably send debating, oratorical, declamation, harangue and impromptu speaking teams to the
Dixie and Grand Easter forensic
tournaments at Winthrop college
to dther tournaments, and on
scheduled trips and tours.
Plans are under way for a Calhoun tournament at Clemson sponsored by the local society to be
held in the spring.
Professor Paul Lucas of the
English department is adviser to
the ■^Calhoun society and coach
of the forensic teams.
m
—

r\T^l^Tr«171>a ^ the recently formed Calhoun Forensic Society were formally
own, left
OFFICJilKb installed at the organization's meeting last week Sh
Schmidt,
«wat» T ever
doorkeeper- J. JJ, Lever, secretary-treasureJ.
secretary-treasurer, J. b,
sr,. doorkeeper;
to right, are;
Wade, 1st vice-president; Joe Guess, president,
-Staff Photo By Lee.

taken.

Clemson's first Beech-Nut coverage was completed this week.
The "coverages," a feature in
the company advertising and promoting policy, are made to acquaint America's college students
more intimately with Beech-Nut
products.
The first "ocverage" was made
with sample packages of gum.
They are being carried out on the
Clemson campus by Tiger Managing Editor Earl Mazo.

Calhoun To Captain
'39 Track Team
Fred H, H, e&lheun, Jr„ was
this week elected captain of Clemson's 1939 track team. Eli Whitney was named alternate captain.
Calhoun broke the state record
for the mile run in the State
Track meet last season by running
the distance in 4.28. The old record of 4.36 had been held by
Greer's running mate of season
before last. Fred won f^rst place
in all but one dual meet last
season and was the epjy ffian from
Clemson to place in the Southern
Conference meet.

Williams Talks to
Spartanburg Teachers

Last Kick--(Continued From Page One)
After the Wake*Forest game, Bob
turned up with an infected knee,
and has been out of the play ever
be back in against
jgain to help win
Jl ever play.

First Beech-Nut
Coverage Completed

Dr. B. O. Williams spoke at
the Spartanburg county teachers
meeting Wednesday on the "Relation of Agriculture to the Present School System."
Some 400 teachers heard the
Clemson Doctor say that "with a
technological civilization thg importance' of" |eghnical education
grows, and people must be trained skillfully' in their eceuoations
in order to compete more favorably in the highly competetive
order."
Dr. Williams told the gather] cently resigned his place as teachEllison Resigns
that he was surprised to find
er of agriculture in Duncan, and ing
that only 40 percent of SpartanR. J. Ellison, class'Of '18, re-1 is developing a poultry farm.
burg county was farm land.

Junior Ring Dance Situation Settled*
Affair Slated for January 13th-14th

alternate
tated along
the na3WN0otball.
*s been a* stone
and a tWror
Despite the intervention of In-.|>
Penny's fine plajWg
an inspiration to hil ternational complications, Junior
"players. He's a good tackle, class officers and Central Dance
lis Columbia boy, and a swell Association officials have worked
out plans for the long-waited
Balckle
Ring Dance series and announced
Holmes Heatwole, a native of!Jt0(iay that the series will definWashington, D. C, is the smallest itely be January 13-14.
man on the squad. Holmes b
Originally" scheduled for Debeen among the hardest work<j-'r* cember, the dances were post
squad. He's a straight "^"f^n-non
on the sauad.
i^vned ana
due to trade rulings by
student in hie studies, and kno^f-' the German government. Stones
as much about the game as wfe called for in the ring contract
best of them. In fact, he is one of were of German origin and Hurffthe best of them, but has been Jones notified the ring committee
Handicagped because of his lack that due to trade complications
of weight. A staff captain, Blackie the stones would not be available
wag™ "UfllfyssTr -'■% ue4\4fAar^ Tu 'minr'C'CPger I'UB rnigs Tnaae'up |
and shipped to Clemson on time
cadets.
to be on hand for the ring cereGoon
Hubert • Miller, gigantic tackle mony.
Complications have been
from Ridgeland, has done noble
service this year in the line. Goon straightened out and Junior class
(as he is popularly known) really president Alex Graham stated that
stepped out during his last year he had been officially notified
at Clemson, and has gone places that the rings would arrive in
in a football way. This tower of time for the January dances.
Ring sizes have been taken and
strength in the forward wall will
be missed, and missed lots next the order for rings goes off tomorrow. The 1940 ring design
year.
embodies slight changes over preGus
Gus Goins climaxed his football vious designs. It has been approvcareer this year by being named ed and accepted by the Juniors
on the all-southern football team. upon recommendation of the Ring
For there years, Gus has been committee.
Though only one ring dance has
snagging passes out of the atmosphere and going places with been held, the colorful affair,
the ball. Better ends than this patterned after the Annapolis and
Fitzgerald, Ga., player are seldom West Point ceremony, in the next
found. Gus' shoes will be hard to few years bids fair to become
fill in September, '39. There are steeped in the same traditions
ends and ends who can play his which the dances of the nation's
position, but as to fully replacing two service schools boast.
him—it'll be a long time.
Orchestra for the dance and
dance prices have not yet been
determined. CDA officials stated
that every effort was being made
to obtain a band which would
prove popular with the corps and
A new Clemson dance orches- which would make possible a
tra, the Brigadiers, composed popularly priced series.
largely of former members of the
Bengaleer orchestra, will make
its debut on the .campus this
month.
The orchestra lead by Jimmie
Cannon has been organized and
Two Clemson campus girls were
practicing regularly for two elected officers of the Winthrop
college freshman class recently.
It is composed of: Brass, G.
Mary Kathrine Littlejohn,
Cushman, Charlie Speissegger, C. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
L. Simmons; Saxs, J. C. Culler, Littlejohn, vice-president, and Peg
Jimmie Cannon and J. R. Austell; Williams, daughter of Dr. and
H. P. Belue and Moon Mulling Mrs. Bo Williams, secretary. Peg
provide the rhythm.
and Mary Kathrine room together,

Brigadiers Orchestra
To Make Bow Locally

Two Campus Girls
Are Winthrop Officers

f

ALPHA CHI.PSI DOOR
T. R. Bainbridge, president of
Athanor, local Chemistry fraternity, announced recently that the
Athanor's petition for membership into the Alpha Chi Sigma,
national honorary Chemistry fraternity, will be ready to go to
press soon.
Some 300 hundred copies of
this petition will be printed; the
majority of which will be distributed by the national headquarters to the various Alpha Chi
Sigma chapters for consideration.
The petition will contain a history' of Clemson, the Chemistry
School, and of Athanor, along
with biographical sketches of all
Athanor members,
Since Us beginning in 1933,
the Athanqr has made three attempts te sail admittance into
Alpha Chi Sigma. The present
movement was begun last year
byi last year's president, Earl
C. Ray.
Briefly, Alpha Chi Sigma is the
largest professional Chemistry
fraternity in America, and there
is no doubt that ©lemson, as well
as the members of Athanor, will
be honored by having the fraternity on the campus, Bainbridge
says, %

Smith,
Prominent junior, shown below, is
waving the telegram that
brought him news last week
of his appointment to the
United State Naval Academy. He will enter Annapolis
in July.
—Staff Photo By Taylor.

LLOYD

**\

Faust to Visit
Campus This Week
Dr. James Faust, class '18,
American Consul at Rio De Janerio, will visit on this campus
this week.
Among the entertainments planned for him is a bridge party
given by Dr. and. Mrs, F, H, H.
Calhoun. The Calheiuns, visited Dr.
Faust during their South American tour last summer,
The consul is a former editor
of the Tiger.

Aull Talks To Council
Dr. G. H. Aull talked to the
freshman YMCA council last Friday night, on the subject, "Character Building." The meeting
was held at the "Y" cabin on Seneca river.

RANKING AUTO STORES
319 SOUTH MAIN STREET
T

EVERYTHING
N G FOR YOUR CAR AT LOWER PRICES!
ANDERSON, S, C.

PHOJNE 468

e

^ykillful is the word that best describes
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend
It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish . . . the
world's best cigarette tobaccos ... that makes
Chesterfield different from .all other cigarettes.
And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each other... for
flavor, for aroma, for mildness and
for taste, that has made Chesterfield
the cigarette in which millions ofsmokers
find a new pleasure in smoking.

PALMETTO HOTEL
Dining Room and Coffee Shop.
DORN MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL THANKSGIVING DINNERS

hesterfieldu

A GOOD PLACE TO.MEET!
A BETTER PLACE TO EAT!
IN PALMETTO HOTEL BUILDING
Seneca, S. C.

the blend that can't be copied

Just 9 Miles From Clemson.

...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyright 1938, IIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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